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The standard formulation of tunneling transport rests on an open-boundary modeling. There, con-
serving approximations to nonequilibrium Green function or quantum statistical mechanics provide
consistent but computational costly approaches; alternatively, use of density-dependent ballistic-
transport calculations [e.g., Phys. Rev. B 52, 5335 (1995)], here denoted ‘DBT’, provide compu-
tationally efficient (approximate) atomistic characterizations of the electron behavior but has until
now lacked a formal justification. This paper presents an exact, variational nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamic theory for fully interacting tunneling and provides a rigorous foundation for frozen-nuclei
DBT calculations as a lowest order approximation to an exact nonequilibrium thermodynamics den-
sity functional evaluation. The theory starts from the complete electron nonequilibrium quantum
statistical mechanics and I identify the operator for the nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy which,
generally, must be treated as an implicit solution of the fully interacting many-body dynamics. I
demonstrate a minimal property of a functional for the nonequilibrium thermodynamic grand po-
tential which thus uniquely identifies the solution as the exact nonequilibrium density matrix. I
also show that the uniqueness-of-density proof from a closely related Lippmann-Schwinger collision
density functional theory [Phys. Rev. B 78, 165109 (2008)] makes it possible to express the varia-
tional nonequilibrium thermodynamic description as a single-particle formulation based on universal
electron-density functionals; the full nonequilibrium single-particle formulation improves the DBT
method, for example, by a more refined account of Gibbs free energy effects. I illustrate a formal
evaluation of the zero-temperature thermodynamics grand potential value which I find is closely
related to the variation in the scattering phase shifts and hence to Friedel density oscillations. This
paper also discusses the difference between the here-presented exact thermodynamics forces and the
often-used electrostatic forces. Finally the paper documents an inherent adiabatic nature of the
thermodynamics forces and observes that these are suited for a nonequilibrium implementation of
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
PACS numbers: 73.40.Gk,71.10.-w,72.10.Bg,71.15.-m
I. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of self-organizing functional molec-
ular systems is a challenge for condensed-matter physics
theory. Molecular self-assembly mechanisms [1–4]1 pro-
vide a low-cost fabrication approach2 which mimics the
molecular-recognition principle [7] of Nature. It can open
technological possibilities, for example, atomically pre-
cise production of electronics [8] and switching [9] com-
ponents. The functionality is specified by the quantum-
mechanical behavior of the electrons which typically re-
spond to nonequilibrium conditions. It is natural to as-
sume a Born-Oppenheimer approximation of sorts and
solve the nonequilibrium electron dynamics problem for
model systems or for frozen nuclei coordinates within sys-
tematic approximations to the electron quantum-kinetic
1 An example of a van der Waals interaction study for larger-scale
molecular-overlayer assembly is included in [5].
2 For example, based on DNA sequencing that programs and con-
trols three-dimensional organization of DNA-cotaed gold parti-
cles [6].
account (QKA)3 [10–18].
Electron QKA methods range from time-evolution for-
mulations4 5, exact reformulations (here termed ReN-
QSM) of the nonequilibrium quantum statistical mechan-
ics for tunneling [18, 21] (including formal [22–26], time-
averaged [27], and variational [28] approaches), over con-
strained entropy maximization descriptions [29–31], and
to conserving nonequilibrium Green function approxima-
3 The present paper benefits from connecting to several different
formulations of the quantum physical behavior of electrons and
must relate to many concepts. The use of abbreviations has been
restricted to terms that are both long and used frequently or that
enter as labels in equations and may assist an identification of
the nature of the implied evaluation. The abbreviations are in al-
phabetical order: DBT — density-dependent ballistic transport,
calculated from the effective potential of ground-state DFT and
assuming independent transmission; DFT — Density Functional
Theory; GCE — grand canonical ensemble; LS — Lippmann-
Schwinger; MSS — metallic surface state; ReNQSM — exact
reformulation of nonequilibrium quantum statistical mechanics;
QKA — quantum-kinetic account; SP — single-particle.
4 For formulations based on Lindblad functional see, for example,
[20].
5 For formulations based on renormalization group theory, see, for
example, [19].
2tions [12, 14–16, 32–35]. In the context of nanoscale tun-
neling transport, there exist, for example, formal gener-
alizations [36–38] of the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula [39]6
to problems with many-body interaction, but also warn-
ings [21, 37, 41–44] of a breakdown for an oversimpli-
fied single-particle (SP) interpretation of this formal re-
sult. The electron QKA furthermore includes Wigner-
distribution calculations, for example, as described in an
early and clear discussion [45] of the role of open bound-
aries and of a need for a thermodynamical treatment of
nonequilibrium tunneling. The grand canonical ensemble
(GCE) thermodynamics foundation is essential to cor-
rectly handle all charging [42, 46] (and hence Gibbs free
energy) effects, spontaneous- and stimulated-emission ef-
fects [47], the nonequilibrium entropy production [48] and
the entropy-transport effects [49] in a tunneling structure
connecting leads at different chemical potentials.
Electron QKA studies have, until recently, delayed the
discussion of the nonequilibrium forces which are exerted
on the nuclei by transport-induced changes in the elec-
tron behavior. Nevertheless, the frozen-nuclei (i.e., elec-
tron) QKA methods are, by themselves, still empirical
in the sense that they depend on an a priori character-
ization of the materials structure. This is a limitation
since it is a central result from the family of electron den-
sity functional theory (DFT) formulations [50–64] that
the electron behavior is uniquely determined by the spe-
cific atomic configuration. Also, molecular systems are
characterized by sparseness [65], i.e., have regions of low
electron concentrations where dispersive forces acts and
where the system components are relatively free to adapt
their morphology to the specific (transport-dependent)
environment. To guide development of a molecular sys-
tem to a pre-specified functionality, we must develop a
nonempirical theory of nonequilibrium interaction effects
[22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 37, 41, 42, 45, 66–85], and structural
relaxations/excitations [86–110] in nanoscale transport.
Traditional, that is, ground-state DFT [50, 51], illus-
trates the level of detail and predictive power that we
desire from a new nonempirical yet efficient nonequi-
librium computational theory of interacting tunneling.
Ground-state DFT rests on an equilibrium (canonical-
ensemble) total-energy variational principle and regularly
delivers accurate characterizations of both the electron
and atomic structure for dense (hard) matter problems
when using a generalized gradient approximation [111]
for the electron density functional. With the introduc-
tion of truly nonlocal functionals like the van der Waals
density functional method [112, 113] or other formula-
tions [114] it has become possible to extend the reach of
nonempirical ground-state DFT also to the broader class
of sparse matter [65, 115] (including molecular structures
and devices) in equilibrium. These developments come in
6 For a corresponding wavefunction analysis of noninteracting tun-
neling, please see [40].
addition to many versatile (but not entirely nonempiri-
cal) ground-state DFT extensions [116]. The parameter-
free DFT characterization of, for example, molecular-
system structure, is possible because ground-state DFT
determines adiabatic forces which guide relaxations to
an optimal atomic configuration. However, it is essen-
tial to point out that the desired nonempirical theory for
nonequilibrium tunneling must involve a significant step
beyond ground-state DFT; the nonequilibrium operating
conditions voids the ground-state DFT variational prin-
ciple and the current flow causes the equilibrium Born-
Oppenheimer-approximation concepts7 (system staying
in the evolving ground state while being thermically iso-
lated, free of charging) to lose meaning.
The GCE modeling framework of tunneling is fully
incorporated in the density-dependent ballistic-transport
method [118–122] (here termed DBT) inspired by the
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula [39]. This method utilizes
the density functionals of ground-state DFT to de-
fine an effective (density-dependent) potential for elas-
tic scattering; it also solves for the density, formally
through use of the SP Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equa-
tion [118, 123, 124]. I note that this DBT approach de-
livers computationally efficient, parameter-free (but ap-
proximate) system-specific characterizations of the elec-
tron behavior. However, the DBT method has had no
real status as a nonempirical theory because it has had
no rigorous foundation.
The QKA delivers a full GCE thermodynamics de-
scription [11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 45] which is inherently ex-
act. It is natural to seek a QKA recast and thus en-
able exact nonempirical characterizations of both elec-
tron behavior and of nuclei relaxations (specified by ther-
modynamics forces of the exact electron QKA). Access
to efficient computations of the exact thermodynamics
of interacting nonequilibrium tunneling would refine the
description of the coupling between charge-transfer pro-
cesses and molecular assembly and structure. It would
also deepen the understanding of defect-induced local-
density-of-state changes measured by scanning-tunneling
microscopy [1, 2, 125, 126], of inelastic tunneling mi-
croscopy [94, 95, 127], of current-induced catalytic pro-
cesses [88], of the current-induced nanopipette effect8,
of current-induced phonon generation [96, 101, 102, 109]
light emission and lasing [47]9, as well as of molec-
ular switching and memristor effects [8, 9]. Further-
more, from an understanding of the exact nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics we can discuss a nonequilibrium
7 A general, concept-based (as opposed to operational) description
of an assumed adiabatic nature is given in [117].
8 The nanopipette is an explicit demonstration (by in-situ ex-
periments) that electron currents cause matter transport in a
nanoscale system, [128].
9 For an example theory study discussing a significant bias-induced
enhancement of electron-electron scattering in a resonant-
tunneling quantum-cascade-laser [47] system, please see [129].
3Born-Oppenheimer approximation for a strictly electron
QKA of morphology relaxations in working nonequilib-
rium tunneling systems (thus supplementing a recent
analysis for tunneling with an electron-phonon coupling
[109]). This is because we can identify the nonequilibrium
adiabatic nature [117] of infinitely slow relaxations that
both ensures an automatic compliance with the Friedel
sum rule [130], (and hence charge adjustments [42] that
leads to important Gibbs free energy effects) and which
avoids creation of an under-relaxed entropy content.
This paper reformulates the electron QKA of nonequi-
librium quantum statistical mechanics of interacting tun-
neling and thus (a) derives an exact variational GCE
formulation of the nonequilibrium thermodynamics. The
paper furthermore (b) expresses the thermodynamics as a
regular DFT and, for steady-state problems, (c) identifies
universal density functionals permitting a rigorous SP
formulation. The paper thus (d) establishes the widely
used but previously ad-hoc DBT method for frozen-nuclei
electron density calculations as a lowest-order yet con-
sistent approximation. Moreover, the paper (e) shows
that the variational property of the thermodynamics po-
tential reflects a maximization of entropy subject to an
automatic and rigorous implementation of boundary con-
ditions. The author is not aware of any previous deriva-
tions of the DBT method as a rigorous nonempirical the-
ory. In any case, the here-presented derivation of a SP
framework for efficient DFT calculations of nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics is useful for it opens for system-
atic improvements of the DBT method by identifying the
nature of a set of transport-relevant, exact, universal den-
sity functionals. These universal functionals govern the
nonequilibrium internal-energy exchange and correlation
and the Gibbs free energy effects.
The nonequilibrium thermodynamics functional theory
is a generalization of Mermin’s equilibrium thermody-
namic theory [52] and takes off from the exact ReNQSM
descriptions [21, 23, 25, 26, 73, 74, 131]. In this paper I
motivate and provide a definition of an exact nonequilib-
rium thermodynamic grand potential value and a corre-
sponding functional,
Ωcol(t) ≡ − 1
β
lnTr{e−β[H(t)−Yˆcol(t)]}, (1)
Ωcol[ρˆ(t)] ≡ Tr{ρˆ(t)[H(t)− Yˆcol(t) + β−1 ln ρˆ(t)]},(2)
respectively. Here, H(t) denotes a general time-
dependent Hamiltonian and β is the inverse tempera-
ture. The definition and formal results are made pos-
sible by the identification of an operator Yˆcol(t) for the
nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy. The Gibbs free en-
ergy operator is in general emerging, that is, implicitly
defined and given through an operator description of the
interacting many-body time evolution. The nonequilib-
rium thermodynamic grand potential (2) is a functional
of the class of possible nonequilibrium (time-dependent)
density matrices ρˆ(t). The subscripts ‘col’ (used for gen-
eral time-dependent tunneling cases) on thermodynamics
operators and values, e.g. in Eq. (2), emphasize that the
nonequilibrium interaction problem is solved as a formal
many-body collision problem. That is, it is expressed in
the framework of general collision theory [123, 132–138],
an approach that was also taken in a recent (related)
formulation of a LS-based collision-theory DFT, below
identified as ‘LS collision DFT’ [64]. The here-presented
exact nonequilibrium thermodynamics theory rests on a
continuum Caroli partition scheme [32, 33] and it is there-
fore possible to discuss the formal nature of forces on
nuclei.10
In steady-state the nonequilibrium thermodynamics
solutions are given by the many-body LS solution [123,
138] |Ψ(+)ξ 〉 which are projections [134] of the full time-
evolution of initial states |Φξ〉. However, while |Φξ〉 is an
eigenstate of energy Eξ of H(t → −∞), the many-body
LS solution (generally) describe evolution at a different
energy, Eξ + ∆ξ, with shifts ∆ξ specified from the T-
matrix behavior or by the self energy [133–135]. Refs. 136
and 137 give example usage of the formal many-body LS
solution in condensed-matter physics problems. We can
choose the initial states to also be eigenstates Yξ of the
initial Gibbs free energy Yˆd = Yˆcol(t → −∞). In steady
state the many-body LS solutions thus define a formal
evaluation of the nonequilibrium density matrix
ρˆLS ≡
∑
ξ
|Ψ(+)ξ 〉 exp[−β(Eξ +∆ξ − Yξ)]〈Ψ(+)ξ |. (3)
In such steady state problems, the operator for the
10 There does not seem to be many prior nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics investigations of the nature of forces in the strictly
adiabatic limit, when the mass of the electrons is taken to be
infinitely smaller than that of the ions. The reference [98] lists
two interesting thermodynamics investigations of the nature of
forces, for example, in linear response. Both are limited to a
study of noninteracting particles and build from a ground-state
DFT characterization and analysis of left- (‘1’) and right-moving
(‘2’) states by thermodynamics arguments. The starting point
assumes that two chemical potentials µi=1,2 ensure a given elec-
tron occupation N1 and N2 of these different classes of states. At
fixed N1 and N2, one has a canonical ensemble description and
forces are then electrostatic in nature and given by the traditional
Hellmann-Feynman theorem. For an open system, the papers
observe that δU =
∑
i µiδNi provides the correct GCE link be-
tween relevant extensive quantities (here given in the absence of
entropic effects). The papers proceed by adding an electrostatic-
force work term δW es ≡ Fes,NEQ
Ri
δ˙Ri when characterizing the
added effects of an infinitesimal coordinate change. However, for
any given value of the occupation changes δN1,2, a coordinate
change must (by the Friedel sum rule) cause concerted changes
in both the internal energy and in the chemical potentials. Also,
in a GCE thermodynamics system one cannot assume a thermi-
cally isolated behavior and the correct determination of the work
δW must therefore equate both changes in the internal energy
and the heat δQ, that is, δW = δU + δQ. The papers listed in
[98], cannot be viewed as a conclusive thermodynamics analysis
of forces in nonequilibrium tunneling because they do not state
an argument that a GCE evaluation of electrostatic forces (6)
will capture all heat effects, including all nonequilibrium charg-
ing and all electron redistribution mechanisms [21].
4nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy Yˆcol(t) becomes iden-
tical to the electron redistribution operator ‘Y ’ of the
steady-state ReNQSM [21]. Below, I identify steady-
state thermodynamics operators and values by subscripts
‘LS’ to emphasize the direct link to the many-body LS
solution.
The demonstration of an extremal nature of ΩLS[ρˆ] >
ΩLS[ρˆLS] leads to additional formal and rigorous re-
sults. The foundation in the electron QKA ensures that
the here-presented thermodynamics theory contains all
boundary, entropy, and entropy-flow effects in the elec-
tron system. The paper therefore (f) provides an exact
demonstration that the thermodynamics forces
F
GCE
LS,Ri ≡ −
∂
∂Ri
Ω¯LS (4)
are explicitly conservative and specified by a here-
demonstrated generalized Hellmann-Feynman theorem,
∂
∂Ri
Ω¯LS = 〈 ∂
∂Ri
[
H − YˆLS
]
〉ρˆLS . (5)
These thermodynamics forces are formally different from
the (nonequilibrium, identified by ‘NEQ’) electrostatic-
force definition,
F
es,NEQ
Ri
≡ −〈 ∂H
∂Ri
〉NEQGCE, (6)
which have gained usage in GCE modeling, for example,
as exploited for relaxations in DBT implementations11
[139, 140].
There exists arguments for use of electrostatic forces in
linear response, for example, as summarized in Refs. 87
and 98. However, there is no rigorous argument12 for
the general use of electrostatic forces (6) in infinite, open
nonequilibrium tunneling systems. I demonstrate that
the electrostatic forces (6) do agree with the exact ther-
modynamics forces (4) when the electron distribution can
be entirely described from the full density of states. At
the same time, I observe that the latter is not generally
a correct assumption under nonequilibrium conditions.
In any case, the paper (g) represents a rigorous QKA
demonstration that electrostatic forces (6) with a non-
conservative character [106, 107] can never agree with
the steady-state thermodynamics forces (4).
I stress that the here-derived steady-state thermody-
namics forces (4) are useful as they define an adiabatic
11 Both Ref. 139 and Ref. 140 report calculations as well as details of
efficient code implementations of an approximative nonempirical
description of tunneling (including current-induced relaxations)
based on use of electrostatic forces. This electrostatic force eval-
uation is given by the density variation as can be calculated in
the DBT method [118–122].
12 The use of electrostatic forces (6) is sometimes motivated by a
referal to Ehrenfest theorem [141]. Section IX explains limita-
tions, also pointed out in Ref. 97, that prevent that approach
from always giving a conclusive argument in an open system.
nature of relaxations. A sufficiently slow implemen-
tation of the exact thermodynamics forces (4) ensures
that the nonequilibrium system will emerge with cor-
rect and extremal steady-state thermodynamics poten-
tial value. The paper thereby (h) demonstrates that the
resulting system must be described by the uniquely de-
fined nonequilibrium density matrix ρˆ = ρˆLS that rep-
resents the steady-state solution for the system (Hamil-
tonian) after the coordinate translation. A slow defor-
mation around any closed loop can never produce any
change in any thermodynamics quantity. The paper
(i) shows that the thermodynamics forces (4) ensure a
correct Gibbs free energy content and always avoid an
under-relaxed entropy content. The conservative ther-
modynamics forces express a robust physical principle,
namely entropy optimization tempered by an automatic
implementation of rigorous nonequilibrium GCE bound-
ary conditions. In essence, the paper (j) suggests that
the exact thermodynamics forces (4) are suited for use
in a nonequilibrium Born-Oppenheimer approximation
for steady-state tunneling described as an open-boundary
GCE system.
While the set of formal results, (a) through (j), repre-
sents the main contribution, the paper also summarizes a
SP framework for computing the zero-temperature varia-
tion of the exact thermodynamics grand potential ∆ΩLS.
This is relevant for completing a nonempirical character-
ization of nonequilibrium tunneling systems and, for ex-
ample, describe the transport which emerges after (adia-
batic) relaxation of the morphology. Since the paper con-
stitutes a rigorous DFT formulation of nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, it is sufficient to consider an evaluation
of the thermodynamics variation for noninteracting par-
ticles. Robust computational schemes [118–122] already
exist and provide SP LS solutions, i.e., the noninteracting
scattering states. Previous determinations of nonequilib-
rium thermodynamical forces have often focused on the
real-space variation of such scattering states, making it
important to ensure consistency in the limiting processes
[98, 134, 135]. Noting that the SP LS solutions are local
in wavevector space, I summarize an alternative formal
approach defined by the S-matrix formulation [142] of the
generalized Friedel sum rule [130, 137, 143] and emphasiz-
ing computations of the phase-shift variation [144–147].
The formal framework attempts to utilize the availabil-
ity of the DBT solvers and their description of scattering
phase shifts. It may well be possible to also develop alter-
native, perhaps more robust and efficient, computation
strategies.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
summarizes computations of the noninteracting thermo-
dynamics grand potential variation, emphasizing the key
role of Gibbs free energy in GCE thermodynamics prob-
lems. Section III defines the partition scheme while Sec-
tion IV presents the electron QKA and the exact re-
formulation as a variational nonequilibrium thermody-
namics theory. Section V presents the set of general
nonequilibrium GCE thermodynamics results for steady-
5state tunneling while Sec. VI defines and discusses state
functions and forces for steady-state tunneling. The link-
ing with LS collision DFT [64] and the SP formulation
as a thermodynamics DFT is presented in Sec. VII while
Sec. VIII outlines a SP framework for calculating the
zero-temperature thermodynamics variation. Section IX
contains a discussion, while section X contains summary
and conclusions. In addition, the paper has 5 appendices,
introduced in and supporting the text.
II. OPEN-BOUNDARY THERMODYNAMICS
OF NONINTERACTING PARTICLES
The paper begins by summarizing a general framework
for calculating the noninteracting GCE thermodynamics
variation and with illustrations the key role held by the
Friedel sum rule in specifying, for example, the Gibbs
free energy variation. The section presents a nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics formulation given in terms of the
nonequilibrium Green function techniques [148]. I detail
the relation to formal scattering theory through a recast
that emphasizes the independent-particle nature of the
associated S matrix [143, 146, 147, 149, 150]. An anal-
ysis of the formal S-matrix behavior is also exploited in
Ref. 109. The summary and presentation is given to il-
lustrate feasibility of such calculations and because text-
books on thermodynamics calculations tend to rapidly
proceed to the more difficult problem of investigating the
effects of an actual many-body interaction. The latter
is something that this paper instead proposes to (even-
tually) handle through a rigorous DFT SP formulation
(given also developments of the nonequilibrium density-
functionals). The Gibbs free energy is essential in GCE
thermodynamics studies due to the possibility and ne-
cessity of open infinite systems to accommodate charge
adjustments [130, 143].
The presentation is supported by appendix A, which
summarizes a Green function thermodynamics descrip-
tion [148], and appendix B, which details the S-matrix,
Friedel sum rule [143] and scattering phase-shift analysis
[144, 145]. The formal framework is presented with the
intention to explore (in later works) the existence of ef-
ficient SP LS solvers, an integral part of the DBT codes
[118–122], for thermodynamics calculations.
A. Friedel sum rule, phase shifts, and
thermodynamics
With a GCE description of the electron system, there
are typically charge transfers and associated thermody-
namics effects that significantly influence the interactions
of classical particles (e.g., defects or nuclei immersed in
the electron gas). The charge adjustments is in the GCE
specified by the Friedel sum rule [130, 137, 143], ex-
pressed as an integrated change in the density of state,
and thus a direct cause for changes in the Gibbs free en-
ergy. This is true in equilibrium and out of equilibrium.
A natural starting point for a discussion of noninteract-
ing tunneling thermodynamics is the general formulation
of the Friedel sum rule [143],
∆N (µ′) = 1
2iπ
Tr{ln[S(µ′)]}. (7)
The sum rule is here expressed as a relation between the
scattering (or S) matrix S(µ) for single-particle excita-
tions at a given chemical potential µ′ and the total num-
ber of displaced electrons, N (µ′). The trace includes a
factor of 2 for spin; I shall, for simplicity, assume spin
degeneracy and restrict the summation over SP states
to per-spin representation. I shall also, in this section,
focus exclusively on a zero-temperature formulation. In
a central potential, the eigenstates of the S-matrix are
just exp[2iδl,m(ω)] and the traditional Friedel sum rule
[130] follows simply from an evaluation of the trace of
the logarithm in the powerful generalization (7). The
sole condition for the derivation [143] of (7) is that the
imaginary part of the many-body self energy vanishes,
ℑΣµ′ = 0. This is true at the actual Fermi level µ′ = µF
even for an interacting equilibrium many-body system.
Refs. 149, 150 provide early examples of a broader us-
age of (7) for DFT-based interaction studies, namely in
elegant SP-LS studies of the adsorbate-induced density of
state changes ∆D(ω). Formally one seeks the adsorption-
induced changes in the density of states
∆D(ω) ≡ 2
∑
λ
{δ(ω − ǫ˜λ)− δ(ω − ǫλ)} (8)
=
1
2iπ
∂
∂ω
Tr{ln[S(ω)]}. (9)
Here ǫ and ǫ˜ denote the energy levels of the original
(t → −∞) and of the emerging (relevant t ≈ 0) sys-
tem, respectively. The energy differences ǫ˜λ − ǫλ are,
in principle, specified by the same formal collision the-
ory arguments [134, 135] which underpin the expansion
(3) but here pertains to the SP LS solutions [124]. The
level shifts are only infinitesimal when considered per
level but produce, as in all Freidel-phase-shift analysis
[130], an integral effect which constitutes the full (nonin-
teracting particle) thermodynamics-grand-potential vari-
6ation13 [147, 149],
∆ΩLS =
∫ µF
−∞
dω (ω − µF )∆D(ω) (10)
= −
∫ µF
−∞
dµ′∆N (µ′). (11)
The key observation is that the formal result (7) applies
for all values of µ′ for noninteracting particles and that
the S-matrix has an explicit on-shell character [138, 142,
149]. The formal-scattering theory formulation (9) can
be expanded in terms of the (on-shell) T-matrix. The
procedure suggests a rapid convergence, for example, in a
systematic calculation of the effective interaction between
an adsorbate and a metal surface [149].
A text-book analysis [146] provides a simple example
of the role of the phase-shifts variation in thermodynam-
ics calculations. The study of s-wave scatterers is rele-
vant for a discussion of adsorbate-induced local-density-
of-state changes in the metallic surface state (MSS) of
Cu(111) [2, 126]. There one can have a simple (yet
nonperturbative) T-matrix behavior [147, 155] T δF0 (ω) ∝
exp[i2δ0(ω)−1] (appendix A) which is completely charac-
terized by the experimentally observed Fermi-level phase-
shift value [147], δF = δ0(ω = µF) ≈ ±π/2. By assump-
tion, the s-wave phase shift is the only eigenvalue of S(ω),
and inclusion of the s-wave scattering adsorbate causes a
nonperturbative change in both the density of state and
in the the equilibrium thermodynamics potential [146]
∆DδFMSS,1s(ω) =
2
π
∂
∂ω
δ0(ω), (12)
∆ΩδFMSS,1s = −
2
π
∫ µF
−∞
dω δ0(ω). (13)
The text book result (13) is consistent with the formal
thermodynamics result given by Eqs. (7) and (11).
13 References [147, 149, 150] are examples of equilibrium interac-
tion studies that illustrate the formal equivalence in equilibrium
of either moving to a canonical-ensemble evaluation or retaining
the equilibrium Gibbs free energy term in a Harris scheme [151]
adapted for the GCE thermodynamical DFT [52]. On the one
hand, the stated form of the one-electron contribution, Eq. (4)
in Refs. 147, can be viewed simply as an adjustment of the Fermi
level; this canonical-ensemble approach is discussed and used in
Refs. 152–154. On the other hand, the expression for interac-
tion energy (as expressed from one-electron contributions) also
serves to explicitly include the Gibbs free energy term in an
open-boundary thermodynamics evaluation. In that form it is
consistent with a zero-temperature evaluation of Mermin’s equi-
librium thermodynamics DFT [52]. Either way, a careful han-
dling of the implications of Freidel sum rule plays a vital role in
correctly describing charge conservation and the resulting inter-
action [2, 126, 147].
B. A finite-bias computational framework
For calculations of the thermodynamics behavior of
nonequilibrium noninteracting tunneling it is natural to
pursue a nonequilibrium Green function/scattering-state
formulation which is effectively suggested in Ref. 148.
Under nonequilibrium conditions, we have left and right
leads which are described by different chemical poten-
tials µL > µR. The leads P = L/R are formally of in-
finite volume VL and VR. Using the extensive nature of
SP LS scattering solutions that arise from either leads
one can define and evaluate the nonequilibrium nonin-
teracting thermodynamics grand potential from a sum of
partial terms
∆ΩLS(µL, µR) = ∆Ω
L
LS(µL) + ∆Ω
R
LS(µR), (14)
∆Ω
P=L/R
LS (µP ) = −
∫ µP
−∞
dµ′ ∆NP (µ′). (15)
Here the value of −∆NP /VP (for P = L/R) takes the
role of a change in partial pressure given by the change
in electron density (with, for example, the onset of tun-
neling). In a simple adaption of Ref. 148 it also follows
that this partial pressure is given by well-defined compo-
nents of the less-than Green function.
As further detailed in the following section, I consider
a system which is initially disconnected ‘d’ but in which
tunneling arises upon the adiabatic turn on. The con-
nected system is generally identified by a superscript (0)
as it is noninteracting. Relevant initial-system eigen-
states |λP 〉 of energy ǫλP are those which belong to a
lead, P = L/R. In the noninteracting tunneling systems,
these initial eigenstates give rise to distinct [134, 135] SP
LS solutions |λ˜P 〉 = |ψ(0)LS,λP 〉 of energy ǫ˜λP . The resulting
eigenstate set is (for noninteracting particles) orthonor-
mal [135] and complete; I do not here explicitly consider
effects of possible bound states [134]. The states |λ˜P 〉
are eigenstates of the connected system, and the initial
and resulting electron distribution can conveniently be
described lead ‘P ’ and state-specific contributions:
g
(0)
< (λ˜P , ω) = δ(ω − ǫ˜λP )fµ=µP (ω) (16)
gd<(λP , ω) = δ(ω − ǫλP )fµ=µP (ω) (17)
where, at a given chemical potential µ,
fµ(ω) =
1
1 + exp[β(ω − µ)] (18)
denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. An eval-
uation of the level shifts ǫ˜λP − ǫλP determines the par-
tial pressures and GCE thermodynamics [148] via lead-
projected density of state changes
∆DP=L/R(ω) = 2
∑
λP
[δ(ω − ǫ˜λP )− δ(ω − ǫλP )], (19)
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FIG. 1: Schematics of the S-matrix decomposition analysis
that is used here for a formal expression and interpretation
of general thermodynamics grand potential changes. The es-
sential step is identifying the unitary transformation (curved
arrows) α = 〈j|λL/R〉 which relates the mutually independent
scattering of lead-specific initial states |λL/P〉 (upper panel)
with the eigenstates |j〉 of the S-matrix (lower panel). The
S-matrix decomposition provides a formal evaluation of the
thermodynamics potential value in terms of effective (pro-
jected) phase shifts.
and corresponding integrated density of state changes
∆NP (µ′) =
∫ µ′
−∞
∆DP (ω)dω (20)
= 2
∑
λP
∫
dω
2π
[g
(0)
< (λ˜P , ω)− gd<(λ˜P , ω)].(21)
Section VIII.D suggests use of the formal specification
(21) to determine also the interacting nonequilibrium
thermodynamics variation through the DFT SP formu-
lation.
Figure 1 shows schematics of the S-matrix eigenstate
analysis, Appendix B, that leads to an alternative for-
mulation and interpretation of (15) based on scatter-
ing phase shifts [130, 144, 145]. The approach exploits
the fact that for noninteracting particles, the S-matrix,
and hence the Friedel sum rule (7) already contains a
complete mapping of the mutually independent SP dy-
namics. I note that the S-matrix is specified by the T-
matrix behavior, i.e., by the independent nature of the
SP LS eigenstates [142, 149] and that there is no differ-
ence between the Green-function framework (above) and
the scattering-phase formulation (below).
In essence the analysis uses the generalized Friedel
sum rule formulation (7) to sort the SP contributions
according to the lead from which the scattering states
emerge. This is done simply by restricting the trace to
initial states in either leads, appendix B. The key step
is expressing the S-matrix eigenstates |j〉 of eigenvalue
exp[2iδj(ω)] in original states ‘|λP=L/R〉’ and obtain a
unitary matrix α = 〈j|λP 〉 for the representation change.
For each initial state |λP 〉 one can extract the indepen-
dent SP dynamics from the noninteracting S-matrix, a
step which identifies lead- and state-specific phase shifts
δλP (ω) ≡
∑
j
δj(ω)|〈j|λP 〉|2 (22)
=
1
2i
〈λP | ln[S(ω)]|λP 〉. (23)
The lead-and-state specific contribution to the
(tunneling-induced) change in density of state can
thus be expressed in a familiar Friedel-type analysis
[130]
δ(ω − ǫ˜λP )− δ(ω − ǫλP )↔
1
2π
∂
∂ω
δλP (ω). (24)
The S-matrix analysis (24) implies in turn an evalua-
tion of (20) which simply involves restricting the trace in
the Friedel sum rule (7) to initial-system eigenstates in
either of the leads. Also, one may from (23) define corre-
sponding frequency dependent lead-specific phase shifts
δeffP=L/R(ω) that satisfy
δeffP=L/R(ω)
∑
λP
δ(ω − ǫλP ) =
∑
λP
δ(ω − ǫλP )δλP (ω). (25)
The effective phase shifts reflect the density of states in
the leads. An alternative formal determination of lead-
specific integrated density of state changes is then
∆NP=L/R(µP) = 2
π
δeffP (µP ). (26)
Similarly, the S-matrix eigenstate decomposition for non-
interacting particles thus leads to a scattering phase shift
expression for the lead-specific contributions
∆Ω
P=L/R
LS (µP) = −
2
π
∫ µP
−∞
dω δeffP (ω), (27)
to the nonequilibrium thermodynamics grand potential
(14).
C. Role of Gibbs free energy in surface interactions
The single-s-wave scatterer result (13) points to the
central importance of Gibbs free energy changes. I shall
focus the discussion on the adsorption interaction effect
that is observable in scanning-tunneling microscopy in-
vestigations [2, 126]. The importance is made explicit
by noting that the equilibrium Gibbs free energy, here
evaluated as
µF∆N δFMSS,1s(µF) = µF
∫ µF
dω∆ DδFMSS,1s(ω)
= µF
2
π
δ0(µF ), (28)
8is specified by the Friedel sum rule (7). The scanning-
tunneling microscopy observations [126] of Fermi level
(s-wave) phase shifts δF ≈ ±π/2 is a direct indication
that the adsorbate causes strong changes in the Gibbs
free energy.
The importance of Gibbs free energy variation in gen-
eral open-infinite problems is further illustrated by calcu-
lations [4, 147, 152–155] of indirect electronic interaction
arising between adsorbates on a noble metal surface and
mediated by the MSS [2]. Previous presentations have
summarized the GCE evaluation [52, 147, 149] of the re-
sulting MSS mediated interaction [2, 4, 126, 147, 155].
Here I provide a simple discussion of the underlying GCE
thermodynamics behavior.
The analysis of the interaction problem involves (ap-
pendix A) a determination of additional scattering-
induced changes in the integrated density of state (7).
This calculation proceeds through the use of Lloyds’ for-
mula [156] and the result [147, 157] is given relative to the
single-s-wave characterization, (28) and (13). From the
determination of the integrated density of state changes
(A13) one directly extracts the noninteracting-particle
result both for the internal and GCE Gibbs free energy
variations
∆U δFMSS,2s(d;µF) =
∫ µF
−∞
dω′ ω′
∂
∂ω
∆N δFMSS,2s(d;ω′),(29)
∆Y δFMSS,2s(d;µF) = µF∆N δFMSS,2s(d;µF). (30)
Use of formal Fourier transform analysis [158] establishes
the (leading) asymptotic behavior of both of these terms
as oscillatory but with a 1/d decay. The net (zero-
temperature) interaction is given by the variation in ther-
modynamics grand potential
∆ΩδFMSS,2s(d;µF) ≡ ∆U δFMSS,2s(d;µF)−∆Y δFMSS,2s(d;µF)(31)
∼ −ǫF
(
2 sin(δF)
π
)2
sin(2qFd+ 2δF)
(qFd)2
,(32)
where ǫF denotes the difference between µF and the bot-
tom of the MSS band. The last expression (32) states
the asymptotic behavior.
The thermodynamics grand potential interaction re-
sults [4, 147], the asymptotic oscillatory 1/d2 decay, and
the phase in (32), correspond well with experimental
observations [2, 126] for adatoms and admolecules on
Cu(111). However, I stress that this correct interaction
behavior only arises upon a cancellation of terms with a
much larger 1/d leading order behavior. This observa-
tion illustrates the essential role that charging, i.e., the
Gibbs free energy variation and adherence to the Friedel
sum rule, plays in understanding the GCE systems.
D. Role of Gibbs free energy in nonequilibrium
tunneling
In nonequilibrium tunneling the Gibbs free energy is
no less important since it describes charge adjustments
BW:
Γ  << ΓR L
Γ  << ΓL R
A B
O
JJ W
AW:
ΓR
ΓL
FIG. 2: Schematics of possible (adiabatic) translations (in-
side the current-carrying wire, W, or outside, along path legs
A, O, B) of the resonant level position in a lower-dimensional
resonant tunneling system and identification of a nonequilib-
rium Gibbs free energy effect (associated with resonant-level
charging) that requires a thermodynamics-force analysis. The
charging or discharging is independent of whether the reso-
nant level is moved inside or outside of the wire. The nonequi-
librium Gibbs free energy (as well as the total nonequilibrium
thermodynamics grand potential) variation can not be cap-
tured by forces which are proportional to the current density
vector J (arrow in top panel) but will generally arise (via
changes in the scattering phase shifts) also when the resonant
level (or defect or ion) is moved perpendicularly to J, along
path legs A and B.
and thus thermodynamics changes arising with the on-
set of tunneling. It thus affects the nature of nonequi-
librium thermodynamics forces that guides strictly adia-
batic transformations, i.e., forces that are applicable (and
needed) in the limit when the masses of the ions can be
seen as infinitely greater than the mass of the electrons.
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows a schematics of a type
of resonant-tunneling problem in which it is relevant
to study both (nonadiabatic) electromigration [87] and
nonequilibrium adiabatic relaxations from an exact ther-
modynamics analysis. I stress that there is only a limited
zone of overlap in the nature and applicability of the
here-derived adiabatic thermodynamics forces and the
electrostatic forces investigated in the standard electro-
migration literature, for example, summarized in Ref. 87.
In general, the electromigration literature [87] splits the
nonequilibrium forces into a wind-force contribution Fw,
defined by a electron-nuclei momentum transfer, and a
direct force Fd. The wind force is proportional to the
current density vector J(r), but is never relevant for a dis-
cussion of strictly adiabatic transformations (i.e., when
9one assumes an infinite ratio of the nuclei mass to the
electron mass). The direct force Fd is generally assumed
to be electrostatic in nature, and typically assumed to be
proportional to J(r), although there are also observations
that the electrostatic nature can be more complex [103].
There are arguments that an electrostatic nature of Fd
is relevant in linear response [87, 98]. However, there is
no rigorous demonstration for a general equivalence of
electrostatic and thermodynamics forces, Sec. VI.C.
An example of nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy ef-
fect, also shown in Fig. 2, is motivated to help illustrate
the differences between thermodynamics forces and non-
conservative electrostatic forces that are proportional to
J(r). The example shows that there is no formal conflict
with the Sorbello’s gedanken experiment (explained, for
example, in Refs. 103, 106) because that analysis is not
complete in the discussion of strictly adiabatic thermo-
dynamics changes. The Sorbello gedanken experiment
represents an argument that the nonequilibrium forces
should be nonconservative if they are proportional to
the current density. A force relation (a proportionality)
to the current density vector is seen as the fundamental
reason that the electrostatic forces can sometime acquire
a nonconservative nature [103, 106]. However, the as-
sumption that F ∝ J(r) can not generally be relevant
— and I find that the Sorbello gedanken experiment is
not conclusive — for an analysis of adiabatic thermody-
namics forces. This follows because such forces omit a
full treatment of the nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy
variation.
The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 2 summarize
an analysis of the thermodynamics changes (defined by
level occupation changes) that must arise in simple res-
onant tunneling systems when adiabatically moving the
resonant level from a position ‘AW’ to another position
‘BW’ (positions which are intersections of the set of path
legs shown in the top panel). These are changes that arise
when the resonant level goes from a charged state (filled
circle) to an discharged states (empty circle) and creates
different regimes of tunneling [42, 46]. The nonequilib-
rium interactions in such systems has for example been
explored in Refs. 37, 41 and the changes in occupation
cause differences in the nature and strength of the many-
body interactions [42, 129]. A strictly adiabatic transfor-
mation along different paths must still produce the same
(uniquely defined) final steady-state solution and, in par-
ticular, identical changes in the thermodynamics grand
potential and Gibbs free energy values, Sec. VI.D.
I stress that the above-described adiabatic change in
Gibbs free energy arises exclusively in the presence of a
finite applied bias. I observe that the nonequilibrium
Gibbs free energy change will arise (from phase-shift
changes) also when moving the resonant level position
perpendicularly to the current flow (along path legs A
and B). Fig. 2 thus identifies a nonequilibrium Gibbs
free energy and thermodynamics grand-potential change
which will not (generally) turn up in a path integral of the
electromigration-type of forces [that satisfy F ∝ J(r)].
I conclude that an analysis of exact thermodynamics
forces for strictly adiabatic transformations may some-
times be necessary to supplement the standard electro-
migration analysis [87].
III. PARTITION SCHEME AND
HAMILTONIAN
The partition scheme of Caroli et al, Ref. 32, allows
a description of tunneling which is first principle and
predictive (i.e., parameter-free, atomistic). This is true
when the Caroli partition scheme is extended from the
original tight-binding framework to the continuum for-
mulation [33, 64]. The emphasis on an atomistic ap-
proach (i.e., with the description of the electron dynam-
ics having a parametric dependence of the nuclei posi-
tions) is important because we desire a thermodynamic
theory specific to the materials nature. Avoiding an em-
pirical modeling (set, e.g., by tight-binding parameters)
implies that electron behavior is completely specified by
the position of the nuclei and by whatever external field
one chooses to apply. Subject to a suitable nonequilib-
rium implementation of the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation, one can therefore relax atomic structure and
morphology to provide a parameter-free and fully predic-
tive thermodynamic description of interacting nonequi-
librium tunneling starting from an electron Hamiltonian.
A. Initially disconnected equilibria system
Using atomic units throughout, the total kinetic en-
ergy can be expressed as a formal second-quantization
operator
K =
∑
s
∫
dr′
∫
dr ψˆ†s(r
′)
1
2
〈r′|kˆ2|r〉ψˆs(r),(33)
〈r′|kˆ2|r〉 = −
∫
dr1
∂
∂r′
δ(r′ − r1) ∂
∂r1
δ(r1 − r). (34)
This formulation reduces to the traditional second-
quantization form
K =
∑
s
∫
dr ψˆ†s(r)
(
−1
2
∇2
)
ψˆs(r), (35)
with a handling of boundary conditions.
The Feuchtwang/Caroli partition scheme [32, 33, 40]
for nonequilibrium Green function and/or wavefunction
studies of tunneling assumes that the system is discon-
nected at t → −∞, split into three sections, and having
a kinetic energy described by K − δK. The tunneling
term δK is defined below but is adiabatically turned on,
K(t) = (K − δK) + δK(t) (36)
δK(t) ∼ δK exp(ηt) (37)
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so that the full kinetic energy (35) emerges at t = 0. The
t → 0 splitting into disconnected sections allows ther-
modynamics to be unambiguously defined in each of the
components, a left lead ‘L’ (z < zL), a center region ‘C’
(zL < z < zR), and a right lead ‘R’. This Caroli partition
scheme has, for example, been used to derive a generaliza-
tion of the Landaur-Bu¨ttiker-type current formula to in-
teracting tunneling [37, 38]. The total kinetic energyK of
the system is written as a sum, K ≡ KL+KR+KC+δK,
whereKL,R,C have supports which are confined to the re-
spective, separate components.
The continuum (and thus atomistic) Caroli partition
scheme [33, 40, 64] assumes that each of the disconnected
subsections Hd =
∑
J=L,C,RHJ is in equilibrium at dif-
ferent chemical potentials µL/C/R and that the three spa-
tial regions of Hd together can represent the full spatial
variation of any given potential v(r, t). At t → −∞,
the system is assumed described by the static external
potential vd(r) and corresponding operator
Vd =
∫
dr vd(r) nˆ(r). (38)
where nˆ(r) ≡∑s ψ†s(r)ψˆs(r) denotes the electron-density
operator.
The initial system in the continuum (and hence atom-
istic) Caroli scheme is simply
Hd =
∑
P=L/R/C
KP + Vd. (39)
I use {c†λP=L/R/C} to denote the set of operators which
creates an electron in a Hd SP eigenstate (of energy ǫλ,i)
with basis in the left, right, or center regions, respec-
tively. The quadratic Hamiltonian (39) can be expressed
Hd =
∑
J=L/R/C
∑
λ
ǫλ,Jc
†
λ,Jcλ,J . (40)
In a second-quantization formulation, the tunneling term
can then be expressed
δK =
∑
s
∫
dr ψˆ†s(r)
[
−1
2
∇2 + vd(r)
]
ψˆs(r)
−
∑
J=L/R/C
∑
λ
ǫλ,Jc
†
λ,Jcλ,J . (41)
This is a traditional starting point in nonequilibrium
Green function calculations.
Figure 3 suggests that this Caroli framework can be
interpreted as representing a system which at t → −∞
(and around the divisions zL/R) has voids of high fic-
titious barriers of width lL/R → ∞. At a finite time,
the width lL/R(t) of the fictitious barriers decreases (and
eventually vanishes at t = 0) so as to produce the ac-
tual form of the adiabatic turn on of the tunneling term
δK(t) ∼ δK exp(ηt). I stress that the precise formula-
tion of δK or interpretations is irrelevant for the formal
l (t)l (t)
−δ K
CL R
CL R
zL zR
L R
FIG. 3: Schematics of possible interpretation of the con-
tinuum Caroli partition scheme. In the interpretation one
assumes that the three sections (a left ‘L’ and right ‘R’ lead,
and a center tunneling region ‘C’) are split at zL and zR
(shown in top panel) and well separated (bottom panel) at
t → −∞, thus ensuring a well-characterized equilibrium-
thermodynamics starting point for the quantum-kinetic ac-
count. The starting kinetic energy differs by δK from that of
the connected system that characterizes the system at t = 0
(top panel). The kinetic-energy difference δK is adiabatically
turned on together with changes in the single-particle poten-
tial δV and a general electron-electron interaction term W .
I stress that the actual partition scheme (formulated in the
text) is independent of this schematic interpretation; it is sim-
ply a well-defined and standard second-quantization starting
point for computing properties of interacting nonequilibrium
tunneling [37, 38, 64].
results presented here and for all parts of the previous
LS collision DFT analysis14 [64].
The precise formulation and expression for δK (includ-
ing the choice of zL/R) is also of no consequence for prac-
tical nonequilibrium thermodynamics calculations. This
is because I here demonstrate that the relevant thermo-
dynamics can be expressed through the phase shifts of
the SP LS solutions [118, 124], a quantity for which there
exists readily available efficient solvers. In fact, I show
14 The explicit form given for the tunneling term δK in [64] is not
correct. However, that fact is completely irrelevant for the formal
exploration of the tunneling based on the Caroli partition, K =
(K−δK)+δK (an equation which formal scattering theory solves
to all orders in δK). For example, in the uniqueness of density
proof presented in the appendix of Ref. 64, the specific form for
δK is completely void of consequence since the difference between
two relevant Hamiltonians will always exclusively depend on a
possible difference in the external potentials.
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that the SP standard DBT codes [118–122] (for frozen-
nuclei problems) already approximate the exact SP LS
solutions and, moreover, can be adapted also for system-
atic improvements (given refinement of the nonequilib-
rium density-functional description).
A simple Gibbs-weighting operator Xˆd and associated
unnormalized density matrix,
ρˆd ≡ exp[−βXˆd], (42)
characterizes the disconnected (t → −∞) system at in-
verse temperature β. The initial density matrix is a di-
rect product of L/C/R equilibrium density matrices and
the initial Gibbs weighting can therefore directly be ex-
pressed as a difference
Xˆd ≡ Hd − Yˆd (43)
between Hd and an operator for the t→ −∞ Gibbs free
energy,
Yˆd ≡
∑
J=L/R/C
µJ cˆ
†
λ,J cˆλ,J . (44)
It is possible (and likely helpful for nonequilibrium
thermodynamics calculations) to define the initial dis-
connected equilibria system Hd as composed of isolated
ground-state DFT systems. One may, for example, adapt
the embedding formulation [159] from the original appli-
cation for surfaces and to the present case of (infinitely
extended) barriers around zL/R. In such an embedding
approach it may furthermore be convenient to assume
that the form of vd(r) for r → ±∞ reduces to that of a
jellium model, i.e., describing a uniform background po-
tential φL/R for z → +/−∞. The values of φL and φR
must be chosen to ensure charge neutrality of the initial,
disconnected Hamiltonian at t → −∞ (and at z → ±∞
in general).
The continuum Caroli partition scheme ensures that
we have initially a disconnected-equilibria configuration
and therefore a well defined thermodynamics starting
point. The disconnected-equilibria (t → −∞) density
matrix
ρˆd
Tr{ρˆd} =
exp[−β(Hd − Yˆd)]
Tr{exp[−β(Hd − Yˆd)]}
(45)
is independent of the value of the applied bias φbias ≡
φL−φR = µL−µR. I stress that the interacting tunneling
system will evolve to gain the correct density distribution
and that the relation φL − φR = µL − µR is not used at
relevant times t ≈ 0. The initial density matrix depends
exclusively on the initial electron concentration in the
leads and the pair of values for lead chemical potentials,
and, when relevant, on the initial occupation (formally
described by chemical potential µC) of the central island
‘C’ [64].
B. The interacting tunneling system
The continuum Caroli partition scheme assumes an
adiabatic turning on of the fixed tunneling term δK, of a
given many-body interaction W (for example, the full
electron-electron interaction) and of a static electron-
scattering potential vsc(r) which includes the effects of
the applied bias and of the set of atomic potentials. The
scheme can also allow for an additional time-dependent
potential φg(r, t > tg), then describing a gate opera-
tion starting at some finite time tg. The total (time-
dependent) collision potential is
vcol(r, t) = vsc(r) + φg(r, t). (46)
This single-particle potential defines a quadratic contri-
bution
Vcol(t) =
∫
dr vcol(r, t) nˆ(r) (47)
to the Hamiltonian.
In several cases in the presentation of a thermodynamic
theory for tunneling, the focus will be on the steady-
state regime. Here the collision term simply describes
the effect of the time-independent scattering potential
Vcol(t) −→ Vsc =
∫
dr vsc(r) nˆ(r). (48)
For a continuum description (which allows atom-
istic calculations) of electron dynamics in nonequi-
librium interacting tunneling, I investigate the full
quantum-kinetics of the electrons in the connected (time-
dependent and interacting) Hamiltonian
H(t) = Hd + aη(t)H1,col(t) (49)
H1,col(t) = {δK +W + Vcol(t)− Vd}, (50)
The adiabatic turn on is described by a factor aη(t) which
for all practical purposes15 can be taken as exp(ηt), η →
0; the original LS analysis [123] of the many-body colli-
sion problems used exp(−η|t|), η = 0+.
Furthermore, to aid the discussion of an exact, effective
SP formulation (for efficient calculations of the nonequi-
librium density, thermodynamics grand potential, and
forces) in steady state, I also introduce the quadratic
Hamiltonian
H
(0)
V ≡ Hd +H(0)1,V , (51)
H
(0)
1,V ≡ −Vd + δK + V, (52)
where the potential term V is described by a time-
independent scattering potential, V = Vsc.
15 It is possible to link the LS collision DFT [64] with the present
nonequilibrium thermodynamic account because one can make
compatible choices in the details of adiabatic turn on and thus
satisfy even stringent mathematical conditions, appendix D.
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C. Relation to the quantum kinetics account
Both the original Caroli scheme and the presently used
continuum Caroli partition scheme [33, 64] define a many-
body collision problem [123] for nonequilibrium tunnel-
ing. Traditional many-body collision problems involve
an approach of initially free particles to a central inter-
acting collision region; this approach can conveniently be
expressed by an adiabatic turn on, for example, as used in
the formal LS formulation [123], and in subsequent analy-
sis by, for example, Dyson [132], Pirenne [133], Gellmann
and Goldberger [134], and DeWitt [135].
Ref. 136 provides an excellent introduction and discus-
sion of application of formal collision theory to condensed
matter theory problems. The trick of a soft turn on
of the perturbations was soon applied also for (infinite)
condensed matter problems to drive the system from a
well-defined initial configuration to the physically rele-
vant case of an interacting many-body system. The adi-
abatic turn on (and hence the inherent collision nature)
is essential for the quantum-kinetics account of nonequi-
librium dynamics [15] as well as specific Green function
calculations of interacting tunneling for it provides such
calculations with a robust starting point.
The steady-state Gibbs free energy operator coincides
with the operator (originally termed ‘Yˆ ’) that the steady-
state ReNQSM uses to describe electron redistribution in
the nonequilibrium density matrix
ρˆLS ≡ exp[−β(H − YˆLS)]. (53)
This redistribution operator can under general conditions
be interpreted [21, 22, 25]
YˆLS =
∑
λ,J=L/R/C
µJ ψˆ
†
LS,λ,J ψˆLS,λ,J , (54)
in terms of a family of operators, {Ψˆ†LS,λ,J} for
many-body-LS single-quasiparticle excitations of energy
ǫλP=L/R/C . For most transport problems, when bound
states are not relevant, one can ignore the evolution
which originates from the smaller number of states in
the center regime. For simplicity in notation and dis-
cussion I will therefore restrict the summation for the
connected system [and in (54)] simply to the scattering
contributions originating from leads, P = L,R.
In any case, the operators (54) express the adiabatic
evolution (described by a many-body Liouville operator
LHAˆ ≡ [H, Aˆ]) of the initial (independent) states subject
to full many-body interaction [21, 22],
ψˆ†LS,λP =
iη
ǫλP + LH + iη
cˆ†λP . (55)
This operator-based ReNQSM analysis can be general-
ized [23–27, 131, 157] and it is possible to express not
only the general Gibbs free energy operator Yˆcol(t) but
also the variational LS expression for the many-body T-
matrix [64] in terms of single-quasi-particle excitations.
IV. NONEQUILIBRIUM QUANTUM
STATISTICAL MECHANICS
The formal structure of the exact nonequilibrium ther-
modynamic theory is obtained in the spirit of Mermin’s
1965 formulation of equilibrium thermodynamics [52]. In
the absence of any applied bias one regains the GCE
system for which Mermin succeeded in formulating an
equilibrium-thermodynamic DFT.
A. Collision nature of transport
The general strategy for studying many-body collision
problems is to formally solve for projections of the full
time-evolution operator
i
∂U(t,−∞)
∂t
= H(t)U(t,−∞). (56)
This operator describes, for example, the evolution of a
many-body collision state
|Ψξ(t)〉 = U(t,−∞)|Φξ〉 (57)
originating and evolving from an initial state |Φξ〉. I shall
assume that such initial states are simultaneous eigen-
states of the disconnected-system operators Hd and Yˆd
(of eigenvalues Eξ and Yξ, respectively) and I expand
the unnormalized, initial density matrix
ρˆd ≡
∑
ξ
|Φξ〉 exp[−β(Eξ − Yξ)]〈Ψξ|. (58)
For a steady state collision problem one can explicitly
construct a nonequilibrium density matrix which incor-
porates the full complexity of the many-body LS solu-
tion [123] (3). The adiabatic turn on, including scatter-
ing and interactions, causes energy shifts ∆ξ which are
consistently handled within the general LS solution by
simultaneously adjusting [133–135]
δV → δV −∆ξ|Φξ〉〈Φξ|, (59)
Eξ → Eξ +∆ξ. (60)
The resulting LS solution
|Ψ(+)ξ 〉 =
iη
Eξ −H + iη |Φξ〉 (61)
constitutes an explicit construction of an interacting
eigenstate of energy Eξ + ∆ξ for steady-state problems.
The energy shifts [133] ∆ξ are themselves determined by
the state evolution [134–136]. In condensed matter prob-
lems such shifts are essential and permit applications also
to problems where the perturbation includes a periodic
potential (and the dynamics must reflect the band struc-
ture that arise) [134]. The inclusion of the integrated ef-
fects of (infinitesimal) energy shifts provides a consistent
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GCE determination of the indirect electronic interactions
of adsorbates on surfaces [147].
Steady state solutions arise in the collision prob-
lems when the collision potential reduces to the time-
independent form (48) and when the system dynamics is
completely specified by H(t = 0). The many-body LS so-
lution (61) constitutes a projection of the time-evolution
operator U(t,−∞), since it satisfies
exp(−i(Eξ +∆ξ)t)|Ψ(+)ξ 〉 = U(t,−∞)|Φξ〉 (62)
in the limit of an infinitely slow adiabatic turn on,
η → 0+. Combining Eqs. (58) and (62) yields an (un-
normalized) steady-state nonequilibrium collision density
matrix (3).
The explicit construction (3) of the steady-state
nonequilibrium density matrix ρˆLS provides a direct
link of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory (and
of ReNQSM) to formal many-body LS solutions [123].
Closely related links are expressed in the seminal steady-
state ReNQSM papers, Ref. 21, 22, and in several recent
extensions and applications that study steady-state in-
teracting tunneling transport [23–28].
B. Collision picture of interacting tunneling
Standard QKA methods, including nonequilibrium
Green function techniques, permit calculations of oper-
ator expectation values under nonequilibrium conditions
and must therefore provide a consistent treatment of the
collision nature (57). The tested versatility of the many-
body LS equation for steady state problems motivates an
effort to keep a corresponding collision picture for solving
general (time-dependent or steady-state) interacting tun-
neling through a nonequilibrium collision density matrix
ρˆcol(t).
Traditionally, the formal starting point for calculating
the expectation value of an operator Oˆ(t) in a nonequi-
librium system is [15]
〈Oˆ〉col(t) ≡ Tr{ρˆd OˆH(t)}
Tr{ρˆd} . (63)
The subscript ‘col’ emphasizes that a Caroli collision pic-
ture underpins the definition. The evaluation (63) rests
on the Heisenberg picture which represents a canonical
transformation of operators,
Oˆ(t) −→ OˆH(t) ≡ U†(t,−∞)Oˆ(t)U(t,−∞). (64)
The Heisenberg picture has advantages for time-
independent problems (for it leaves the many-body eigen-
states fixed), but it is not a natural description in the
presence of the adiabatic turn on used in the collision
problems. Nevertheless, the original t → −∞ system
(Hd) has a well-defined separated-equilibrium thermody-
namics ρˆd. The formulation (63) still serves to uniquely
define the expectation value because the QKAs em-
phasize accurate (conserving) descriptions of the time-
evaluation U(t,∞).
For development of a nonequilibrium thermodynamic
theory it is more advantageous to make the collision na-
ture (57) explicit in the operators for thermodynamic
quantities. I work below with a collision picture defined
by operator transformations
Aˆ(t) −→ Aˆcol(t) ≡ U(t,−∞)Aˆ(t)U†(t,−∞) (65)
where Aˆ(t) denotes a time-dependent operator in the
Schro¨dinger picture. This is done simply because it of-
fers a simpler formulation and interpretation; the here-
presented description is formally exact. This approach
is suggested by the formal steady-state LS solution [123]
and it is here used for a general time-dependent tunnel-
ing case. In such a collision picture we obtain an explicit
construction of the exact nonequilibrium collision density
matrix
ρˆcol(t) ≡ U(t,−∞)ρˆdU†(t,−∞)
=
∑
ξ
|Ψξ(t)〉 exp[−β(Eξ − Yξ)]〈Ψξ(t)|. (66)
The time evaluation of the density matrix is
i
dρˆcol
dt
= [H(t), ρˆcol(t)]. (67)
The formal time-evolution of other operators are also
simpler than in the Heisenberg picture because of the
opposite ordering of time-evolution operators in (66). In
using the collision picture for thermodynamic operators
(65) care is taken to verify that the resulting formulation
remains exact and fully equivalent with the traditional
formulations of the QKA [15]. For the collision density
matrix (66) the formal equivalence
〈Oˆ〉col(t) ≡ Tr{ρˆd OˆH(t)}
Tr{ρˆd} =
Tr{ρˆcol(t) Oˆ(t)}
Tr{ρˆcol(t)} . (68)
follows simply from a cyclic permutation of operators.
C. Thermodynamical description of
nonequilibrium tunneling
The collision density matrix (66) can be expressed in
terms of an evolving Gibbs-weighting factor Xˆcol(t). I
start from the disconnected-equilibrium Gibbs weighting
Xˆcol(t→ −∞) = Xˆd ≡ Hd − Yˆd, (69)
and express the evolution
Xˆcol = U(t,−∞)XˆdU†(t,−∞), (70)
ρˆcol(t) = exp[−βXˆcol(t)], (71)
thus identifying (70) as the emerging Gibbs weighting.
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The introduction of a nonequilibrium Gibbs weighting
factor motivates, in turn, a definition of the thermody-
namic grand potential
Ωcol(t) ≡ − 1
β
lnTr{ρˆcol(t)}
= − 1
β
lnTr{exp[−βXˆcol(t)]}. (72)
The exact ReNQSM [21, 22, 24] shows thatH−YLS serves
as a Gibbs weighting factor in the steady state problem.
For the general tunneling problem I define
Yˆcol(t) ≡ H(t)− Xˆcol(t), (73)
corresponding to a reformulation the normalized collision
density matrix
ρˆcol(t)
Tr{ρˆcol(t)} = exp[β[Ωcol(t)−H(t) + Yˆcol(t)]]. (74)
A formal evaluation of the entropy Scol(t) in the exact
collision density matrix can therefore be expressed [11]
Scol(t) ≡ −〈ln(ρˆcol)〉col + 〈ln(Tr{ρˆcol})〉col
= −βΩcol(t) + β〈H(t)〉col − β〈Yˆcol(t)〉col.(75)
I consequently make the natural identification of Yˆcol(t)
as the operator for the nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy
and I stress that the operator can be seen as emerging,
with a time-evolution given by the LS collision picture
(65). This interpretation is consistent with the boundary
condition,
Yˆcol(t→ −∞) = Yˆd =
∑
λ,J=L/R/C
µJ cˆ
†
λ,J cˆλ,J , (76)
which obviously provides an explicit formulation of the
Gibbs free energy in the original, disconnected-equilibria
system. I note that, irrespectively of the interpretation,
the operator Yˆcol(t) is uniquely specified by the collision
nature of the Gibbs weighting operator Xˆcol(t) or, equiv-
alently, of the exact collision density matrix (71).
D. Nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy
An evaluation of the exact collision density matrix (71)
requires an explicit determination of the operator for
nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy, Yˆcol(t). This was (with
the interpretation stated above) a central achievement of
the exact steady-state ReNQSM, proceeding through an
explicit construction YˆLS order by order in the formal
perturbation term [21]. Here I start instead with the col-
lision nature of the problem, to obtain a generalization to
general tunneling and to clarify the explicit connection
to a full nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory.
By the emerging nature of the Gibbs free energy oper-
ator (73), we can directly extract formal time evolution
i
dYˆcol(t)
dt
= [H(t), Yˆcol(t)] + i
dH(t)
dt
, (77)
a differential equation which, of course, must be solved
subject to the (collision) boundary condition Ycol(t →
−∞) = Yˆd. For the set of operators {cˆ†λP=L/R/C} which
(at t → −∞) describes creation of single-particle Hd
eigenstates (of single-particle energies ǫλP=L/R/C ,) we can
formally establish the time-evolution in the collision pic-
ture
cˆ†λP −→ ψˆ†λP (t) = U(t,−∞)cˆ†λP U†(t,−∞). (78)
In turn, the formal solution (78) provides an explicit de-
termination of the operator for the emerging Gibbs free
energy operator
Yˆcol(t) =
∑
λP=L/R
µP ψˆ
†
λP
(t)ψˆλP (t). (79)
The exact nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy value is
calculated from (79) and from the uniquely specified
nonequilibrium solution density matrix,
Ycol(t) =
Tr{Yˆcol(t)ρˆcol(t)}
Tr{ρˆcol(t)} . (80)
For problems with a time-independent scattering po-
tential vsc(r), and when an actual steady-state transport
results, the emerging Gibbs free energy Yˆsc must coincide
exactly with the ReNQSM redistribution operator,
Yˆsc = YˆLS. (81)
The time evaluation is formally described by
Yˆsc(t) = U(t,−∞)YˆdU†(t,−∞), (82)
but it is alone the many-body Hamiltonian [H ≡ H(t =
0)] and the open boundary conditions which determine
the properties of this emerging Gibbs free energy. The
formal time dependence is therefore limited to the adia-
batic turn on itself,
Yˆsc ≈ Yˆd + exp(ηt)[Yˆsc(t = 0)− Yˆd]. (83)
There is in steady-state a cancellation of the time-
dependence in the creation and destruction operators in
(82). As a consequence, the resulting Gibbs free energy
is characterized by a time evolution
i
dYˆsc
dt
∝ η, (84)
which is identical to that derived for the steady-state
electron-redistribution operator YˆLS derived and ana-
lyzed by Hershfield and Schiller [21, 22].
E. Total-internal energy and state renormalization
When dealing with a fully time-dependent problem we
obtain the exact total internal energy directly from the
nonequilibrium density-matrix solution
Ucol(t) =
Tr{Hρˆcol(t)}
Tr{ρˆcol(t)} . (85)
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This expression has just a trivial denominator,
Tr{ρˆcol(t)} = Tr{ρˆd}, because of the unitary character of
the time-evolution operator, and the conserving nature of
the nonequilibrium solution density matrix ρˆcol(t).
It is instructive to discuss an apparent — but not ac-
tual — difference which arises in the evaluation of steady-
state thermodynamic quantities depending on whether
one retains the full nonequilibrium time dependence or
whether one exploits the ReNEQSM [and the connection
to formal many-body LS solution via (3)]. The appar-
ent differences are most clearly evident in a discussion
of a system-specific evaluation of the steady-state total
internal energy,
ULS =
Tr{H ρˆLS}
Tr{ρˆLS} . (86)
Because the solution density matrix ρˆLS commutes [21]
with the fully interacting Hamiltonian (H), it is tempting
(but wrong) to conclude that the set of initial t → −∞
disconnected equilibria eigenstates Eξ provides a com-
plete specification of ULS.
For a steady-state tunneling problem there can be no
difference between the formally exact evaluation (85) as
a time-dependent problem and the also exact steady-
state description (86). An apparent difference arises only
because the formal many-body LS solution to the col-
lision problem implies a projection (62) of the full dy-
namics onto the eigenstates of the (t ≈ 0) Hamiltonian
[123, 134, 136]. In a formal scattering theory description
it is, of course, essential to include a description of both
the level shifts [133, 134] and a possible collision-state
renormalization [135, 136].
V. VARIATIONAL NONEQUILIBRIUM
THERMODYNAMIC GRAND POTENTIAL
The introduction provides a summary of the central
enabling result of this paper, namely the description of
the nature and properties of the exact nonequilibrium
thermodynamic grand potential. Appendix C contains
a formal proof of the variational properties, essentially
adapting the analysis of Mermin [52]. Here I motivate
and detail the recast of the exact QKA as a variational
thermodynamics theory while also emphasizing central
results.
A. Notation and motivation
The evaluation of expectation values [for a general op-
erator Aˆ(t)] is viewed as a functional
〈Aˆ(t)〉ρˆ(t) ≡ Tr{ρˆ(t)Aˆ}Tr{ρˆ(t)} (87)
of a general nonequilibrium, time-dependent density ma-
trix ρ(t).
For a general nonequilibrium density matrix (electron
distribution) there exists a natural functional evaluation
of the entropy
S[ρˆ(t)] = −〈ln ρˆ(t)〉ρˆ(t) + 〈ln[Tr{ρˆ(t)}]〉ρˆ(t). (88)
Similarly, the evaluations of the nonequilibrium internal
energies and Gibbs free energy,
Ucol[ρˆ(t)] = 〈H(t)〉ρˆ(t), (89)
Ycol[ρˆ(t)] = 〈Yˆcol(t)〉ρˆ(t), (90)
are set directly by the Hamiltonian H(t) and by the
emerging Gibbs free energy operator Yˆcol(t).
The nonequilibrium evaluations of entropy, internal en-
ergy, and Gibb free energy functionals suggest, in turn, a
functional form for the nonequilibrium grand potential:
Ωcol(t)[ρˆ(t)] = − 1
β
S[ρˆ(t)] + Ucol[ρˆ(t)]− Ycol[ρˆ(t)]. (91)
This expression is a generalization (2) of Mermin’s
(equilibrium) result to a nonequilibrium thermodynamic
grand potential for collision problems. The formulation
(91) is relevant for tunneling systems described by the
continuum Caroli partition scheme.
For a compact presentation of derivatives and forces it
is convenient to view the nonequilibrium thermodynamic
grand potential functional (2) as a special (collision) in-
stance of the more general functional
ΩX˜(t)[ρ(t)] ≡ 〈X˜(t) + β−1 ln ρˆ(t)− β−1 ln[Tr{ρˆ(t)}]〉ρˆ(t).
(92)
Obviously, it holds that
Ωcol[ρˆ(t)] = ΩX˜(t)≡H(T )−Yˆcol(t)[ρˆ(t)]. (93)
B. Variational thermodynamics
A simple generalization of Mermin’s analysis (ap-
pendix C) demonstrates that the nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics grand potential (2) is extremal at the exact
nonequilibrium collision density matrix ρˆcol(t):
Ωcol[ρˆ(t)] > Ωcol[ρˆcol(t)] = Ωcol(t). (94)
That is, the grand potential functional acquires the ex-
pected minimum (1) as the extremal value and thus
serves both to identify the exact nonequilibrium grand
potential value (1) and the exact nonequilibrium density
matrix for interacting tunneling problems. A Mermin-
type variational principle (94) for nonequilibrium ther-
modynamic theory is, of course, expected given the ReN-
QSM nature, i.e., the reformulation nonequilibrium tun-
neling as an effective equilibrium statistical-mechanics
problem [21–27]. The (generalized) Mermin thermo-
dynamics variational principle [17, 52] supplements the
ground state, action, and the many-body LS T-matrix
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principles. Variational principles are indispensable in
DFT formulations.
The variational property (94) is proved (in appendix
C) for members, ρˆ, of the class of normalized nonequilib-
rium density matrices with a statistical weighting given
by a Hermitian operator Xˆ(t) and normalization NXˆ(t),
ρˆ ∈ {NXˆ(t)ρˆ ˆX(t)}, (95)
ρˆ ˆX(t) ≡ exp[−βXˆ(t)], (96)
NXˆ(t) = Tr{ρˆ ˆX(t)}. (97)
The conservative nature of the QKA is, of course, suffi-
cient to ensure that the normalization is independent of
time; when using the formal many-body LS solution for
steady state problems one must explicitly ensure normal-
izations [134–136].
The density-matrix class {NXˆ(t)ρˆXˆ(t)} encompasses
all possible nonequilibrium density matrices ρˆcol(t) that
emerge (with conserving dynamics) in a general colli-
sion problem, Eqs. (70) and (71). The extremal prop-
erty is therefore sufficient to uniquely identify the correct
nonequilibrium collision density matrix (66) for a given
(interacting) tunneling problem specified as continuum
Caroli partition scheme.
From the Mermin-type analysis one immediately finds
a stationary property of
ΩX˜(t) ≡ ΩX˜(t)[ρˆX˜(t)] (98)
which can be formulated from the functional expression
∂ΩXˆ0(t)+λ∆ˆ(t)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 〈 ∂
∂λ
ρˆXˆ0(t)+λ∆ˆ(t)
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
〉ρˆXˆ0(t)
= 〈∆ˆ(t)〉ρˆXˆ0(t) . (99)
As in the corresponding equilibrium case [52], this prop-
erty is central to demonstrating the variational and ex-
tremal properties of the thermodynamic grand potential
at the solution density matrix ρˆcol(t).
C. Extremal property as a tempered maximization
of entropy
The nonequilibrium solution density matrix ρˆcol(t) is
unique and can be identified by the minimum of the
variational thermodynamical grand potential functional.
From the construction of the thermodynamic potential it
follows that
1
β
δ
δρˆ
S[ρˆ] = − δ
δρˆ
{Ωcol(t)[ρˆ]− (Ucol(t)[ρˆ]− Ycol(t)[ρˆ])} ,
(100)
and that, following a system perturbation, ρˆ(t) 6= ρˆcol(t),
we expect a relaxation because it corresponds to a max-
imization of electron entropy. This maximization is
naturally limited or tempered by a functional for the
total-internal-energy and Gibbs-free energy difference,
Ucol(t)[ρˆ]− Ycol(t)[ρˆ].
The maximum-entropy character of the here-presented
theory makes it clear that there are close relations to the
range of constrained maximum entropy formulations [29–
31]. However, the are also important differences. While
the constrained maximum entropy approaches use La-
grange multipliers to specify selected expectation values
(for example, the current flow), the explicit need for con-
straints is bypassed in the ReNQSM and in this varia-
tional thermodynamic description. Specifically, I stress
that the approach does not impose a value for the internal
energy or Gibbs free energy and that Ucol(t)[ρˆ]−Ycol(t)[ρˆ]
is itself uniquely specified by the boundary conditions
and by the actual time evolution.
D. Generalized Hellmann-Feynman theorem
The fact that the exact nonequilibrium solution can be
viewed as a maximization of entropy provides a rationale
for introducing generalized thermodynamic forces
F
GCE
col,ρˆ ≡ −
∂
∂ρˆ
Ωcol(t)[ρˆ]. (101)
The more specific thermodynamic-force definition
F
GCE
col,Ri(t) ≡ −
∂
∂Ri
Ωcol(t) (102)
is given by a parametric dependence of the density matrix
(as will be further motivated for steady-state problems in
the following section). The combined electron-nuclei sys-
tem is here simply assumed to further the maximization
of the entropy content (in the electron system).
A generalized Hellmann-Feynman theorem exists to
simplify the determination of such thermodynamic
forces, here as discussed for time-dependent tunneling.
As an explicit expression of (99), one can specify the
perturbation
∆ˆ(t) =
∂
∂Ri
Xˆcol(t) · δRi (103)
and evaluate the changes corresponding to a derivative
of the thermodynamic potential along a coordinate-line
element δRi:
δRi · ∂
∂Ri
Ωcol(t) = δRi · 〈∂Xˆcol
∂Ri
〉ρˆ=ρcol(t). (104)
This provides a demonstration of a nonequilibrium gen-
eralized Hellmann-Feynman,
∂
∂Ri
Ωcol(t) = 〈 ∂
∂Ri
[
H(t)− Yˆcol(t)
]
〉ρcol(t), (105)
for a thermodynamic description of tunneling.
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VI. STEADY-STATE THERMODYNAMICS
AND ADIABATIC TRANSFORMATIONS
The formulation in terms of a nonequilibrium grand
potential functional (above) is by construction fully
equivalent to the exact solution in the QKA [15]. This
formal results can also be used to investigate tunneling
described by a time-independent potential and subject to
the assumption that a steady-state solution (described
by the many-body LS equation) has emerged. There
does exist an argument that a steady-state solution will
emerge under general conditions16 [23]. The following
steady-state analysis provides a framework for a discus-
sion of adiabatic relaxations and a nonequilibrium Born-
Oppenheimer approximation.
A. State functions for steady-state tunneling
If all nuclei coordinates are changed at an infinitely
slow rate along a given deformation path, it follows that
the system can always be assumed to be described by
the exact steady-state density matrix solution ρˆLS({Ri}).
As indicated, this solution is then a function of the set
of classical-coordinate values as they vary along the de-
formation path. The density matrix solution specifies in
turn an exact evaluation of corresponding thermodynam-
ics state functions
U¯LS(µL, µR; {Ri}) ≡ ULS[ρˆLS], (106)
Y¯LS(µL, µR; {Ri}) ≡ YLS[ρˆLS], (107)
S¯LS(µL, µR; {Ri}) ≡ S[ρˆLS], (108)
Ω¯LS(µL, µR; {Ri}) ≡ ΩLS[ρˆLS], (109)
namely for the internal energy, for the Gibbs free energy,
for the entropy, for the nonequilibrium grand potential,
respectively.
B. Steady-state thermodynamic forces
From the state functions and using the generalized
Hellmann-Feynman of the variational nonequilibrium
thermodynamics theory, one immediately obtains the
thermodynamics forces
F
GCE
LS,Ri ≡ −
∂
∂Ri
Ω¯LS(µL, µR; {Ri}). (110)
16 Tunneling in a system described by a time-independent scatter-
ing potential need not always have stationary electron dynamics.
As also discussed in Ref. 64, a time-dependent tunneling behav-
ior can arise through an intermittent behavior, for example, in
an ordinary avalanche diode.
I find (as expected) that the GCE conditions invalidates
a traditional Hellmann-Feynmann evaluation
∂
∂Ri
U¯LS = 〈 ∂H
∂Ri
〉ρˆLS +
Tr{(H − U¯LS) ∂∂Ri e−β(H−YˆLS)}
Tr{e−β(H−YˆLS)} (111)
6= 〈 ∂
∂Ri
H〉ρˆLS . (112)
There is a corresponding complication in a GCE evalua-
tion of the Gibbs free energy
∂
∂Ri
Y¯LS = 〈∂YˆLS
∂Ri
〉ρLS +
Tr{(YˆLS − Y¯LS) ∂∂Ri e−β(H−YˆLS)}
Tr{e−β(H−YˆLS)} (113)
6= 〈 ∂
∂Ri
YˆLS〉ρˆLS . (114)
and the exact steady-state generalized Hellmann-
Feynman force description (110) arises only upon can-
cellations.
The steady-state thermodynamics forces (110) are use-
ful for they serve to trace out changes in the thermo-
dynamics grand potential value among different possi-
ble nuclei configurations as well as concerted changes
in other extensive thermodynamics functionals (106)–
(108). I also stress that integrating the thermodynamics
grand potential changes from the force expression (110)
— and using the extremal character of the thermodynam-
ics grand potential — will in turn uniquely identify the
solution nonequilibrium density matrix at the final coor-
dinates. Sec. VI.D contains an argument for using these
steady-state thermodynamics forces in a nonequilibrium
Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
C. Relation to electrostatic forces
I observe, that the thermodynamics forces (110) are
formally different from the electrostatic forces often used
in nonequilibrium studies. By a natural assumption of er-
godicity it follows that the steady-state description must
also reflect fluctuations [70–72] and that the tunneling
systems must be treated as a statistical ensemble (even at
β → 0). Electrostatic forces will only be interesting in the
context of a GCE thermodynamics if (6) provides an eval-
uation which is representative for this ensemble. How-
ever, the source of an additional force contribution with a
statistical origin (for example, the electron-redistribution
effects arising in open systems [21, 22, 24, 147]) is di-
rectly evident in the exact ReNQSM result for an effec-
tive (unnormalized) steady state nonequilibrium density
matrix [21] (53). This exact nonequilibrium density ma-
trix depends on the operator YˆLS for interaction-induced
redistributions of electrons, i.e., the emerging Gibbs free
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energy operator. Accordingly, it is important that the
forces that effectively act on this ensemble (of steady-
state nonequilibrium tunneling systems) reflect the sen-
sitivity of this electron redistribution on the nuclei posi-
tion.17
In a GCE thermodynamic description, the classical nu-
clei still respond partly to electrostatic forces but the adi-
abatic relaxations (of classical nuclei) will also reflect a
tendency to seek thermodynamically favorable electron
distributions [21]; these distribution changes are spec-
ified in part by a correct evaluation of the Gibbs free
energy effects. The analysis of Ref. 21 shows that there
is no change in the Gibbs free energy operator YˆLS in
equilibrium. However, that does not generally apply un-
der general nonequilibrium conditions where the operator
NˆL(R) for counting particles in either lead can no longer
be treated as as a conserved property. An assumption
that ∂YˆLS/∂Ri vanish would significantly simplify the
formulation of density functionals (Sec. VII) but such
assumption is not motivated by the steady-state ReN-
QSM [21].
I also observe, that the Green function framework
(Section II.B and appendix A) and the S-matrix frame-
work (section II.B and appendix B) for calculations of
finite-bias noninteracting thermodynamics suggest that
we must generally expect differences in the electrostatic
and thermodynamics forces. Appendix A provides a for-
mal nonequilibrium Green function demonstration that
the exact adiabatic thermodynamics forces (110) does re-
duce to GCE electrostatic forces when the changes in the
full electron distribution would be completely specified
by the changes in full density of states. However, that
is an assumption which does not generally hold outside
equilibrium (for example as discussed in Refs. 37, 41, and
42).
Similarly, a S-matrix analysis (appendix B) links the
electrostatic forces and the thermodynamics forces to two
different components of a scattering phase-shift charac-
terization. An assumption that changes in the full den-
sity of states determine the full electron distribution im-
plies that the GCE thermodynamics potential is specified
by
∆Ntot(ω) = 2
π
[δeffL (ω) + δ
eff
L (ω)] ≡
2
π
δefftot(ω). (115)
The partial-pressure determination [148] of the nonequi-
librium systems yields instead lead-specific thermody-
namics grand potential components given by δeffL (ω) for
µL ≫ µR. Appendix B contains an example analysis for a
one-dimensional transport description, based on Ref. 144.
17 The steady-state ReNQSM [21, 131] contains an explicit con-
struction of the operator YˆLS order-by-order in the perturbation
term (that includes the external potential). This construction
strongly suggests that it is essential to retain an explicit depen-
dence on the nuclei positions in the resulting operator YˆLS (under
nonequilibrium conditions).
In this model study one can identify the lead-projected
[full, unprojected] phase-shift component δeffL (ω) [δ
eff
tot(ω)]
as the phase shift for free-particle reflection into the emit-
ter lead [transmission into the collector]. There is no gen-
eral nature of the S-matrix behavior which would ensure
equivalence of thermodynamics forces (given by the re-
flection phase shift) and electrostatic forces (given by the
transmission phase shift).
There are thus several arguments for a formal and
actual difference between thermodynamics and electro-
static forces under nonequilibrium conditions (beyond
linear response). The most important argument for a
difference is, of course, this fact: while there are argu-
ment for a nonconservative nature of the electrostatic
forces, this paper shows that the adiabatic thermody-
namics forces will always remain explicitly conservative.
D. Nature of steady-state adiabatic forces
The steady-state thermodynamics forces (110) (like the
general variation grand potential) expresses a controlled
entropy maximization
1
β
δ
δρˆ
S[ρˆ] = − δ
δρˆ
{ΩLS[ρˆ]− (ULS[ρˆ]− YLS[ρˆ])} . (116)
The optimization arises subject to rigorous boundary
conditions, namely, the QKA results for the internal-
energy and Gibbs-free-energy contents. This suggests an
intrinsic value for modeling relaxations.
One can, for example, use the exact thermodynamics
forces (110) to discuss the thermodynamics stability of
a steady-state tunneling system in the limit of infinitely
slow deformations. The initial state (before the trans-
formation around a loop) is uniquely characterized by
the solution density matrix ρˆLS and potential value Ω¯LS.
Following any transformation around a closed loop we
will in general obtain a new density matrix ρˆf and a new
thermodynamic potential value ΩfLS. However, with the
underlying state-function assumption of infinitely slow
deformation it follows that ΩfLS = ΩLS[ρ
f ] = Ω¯LS, and
that we have must returned to the exact same density
matrix, ρˆf ≡ ρˆLS. Not surprisingly, the conserving na-
ture of the thermodynamic forces ensures that all state
functions must attain the exact same value as the initial
state functions,
δS¯LS = δU¯LS = δY¯LS = δΩ¯LS ≡ 0. (117)
Appendix E provides additional formal results on re-
lations among variations of the set of thermodynamics
state functions.
The extremal property of Ω¯LS ensures, in fact, that
the exact steady-state thermodynamics forces (110) are
inherently adiabatic in nature, i.e., valid and needed in
the limit where we can assume an infinite ratio of the
nuclei-to-electron masses. This adiabatic nature follows
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because a sufficiently slow implementation will automat-
ically avoid all thermodynamics excitations.
The basis in a physics principle and the automatic
ability to avoid all thermodynamics excitations sug-
gest that the here derived conservative thermodynamics
forces are well suited for use in a nonequilibrium Born-
Oppenheimer approximation.
VII. VARIATIONAL THERMODYNAMICS FOR
NONINTERACTING TUNNELING
The paper develops a DFT formulation with a cor-
responding a SP framework for efficient computations.
This involves a self-consistency loop where SP determi-
nations of the electron density is used to update the uni-
versal functional description. It is therefore important to
demonstrate that effective SP calculations (of the den-
sity) are uniquely defined within the (full nonequilibrium
interacting) variational thermodynamics theory.
A. The independent-particle dynamics
For noninteracting particles, described by the
quadratic Hamiltonian H
(0)
V , it is clear that the set of
SP LS solutions [22]
|ψ(0)LS,λP 〉 = (ψˆ
(0)
LS,λP
)†|0〉 (118)
(ψˆ
(0)
LS,λP
)† =
iη
ǫλP + LH(0)V + iη
(119)
coincides with the SP LS solutions introduced and dis-
cussed in Sec. II and in Appendix A. It is also clear that
these SP LS states constitutes the basis of what is for-
mally the many-body solution for a steady-state tunnel-
ing problem [21–27, 131, 157]. The states (118) express
the (steady-state) solution that emerge from an initial
Hd eigenstate |φλP 〉 in formal LS collision theory [138].
There can be a finite shift [134] of the energy ǫλP if the
perturbation introduces an infinitely extended periodic
potential [133, 135]; as always in formal scattering the-
ory, there will be infinitesimal energy shifts leading to
changes in the integrated density of states [147, 152, 153]
that are stipulated by the Friedel sum rule [130]. I do
not (yet) express these energy shifts so as to keep the
nomenclature simple in the following analysis.
The states and the their creation operators, (118) and
119, retain a genuine independent-particle nature and
hence the emerging Gibbs free energy, denoted Yˆ
(0)
V is
also quadratic. It is also clear that these SP solutions
must enter both the nonequilibrium solution density ma-
trix and the thermodynamics value. In particular, it is
possible to obtain a separable form of the nonequilibrium
solution density matrix
ρˆ
(0)
LS = ΠλP ρˆ
(0)
LS,λP
, (120)
ρˆ
(0)
LS,λP
= exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )nˆλP ], (121)
nˆλP = (ψˆ
(0)
LS,λP
)†ψˆ(0)LS,λP , (122)
and of the corresponding nonequilibrium thermodynam-
ical grand potential.
B. Variational link to the single-particle
Lippmann-Schwinger solution
For noninteracting transport it is sufficient to limit the
variational space (for the nonequilibrium solution den-
sity matrix) to that produced by a corresponding set of
mutually orthogonal trial functions ψ˜λP (r) = 〈r|ψ˜λP 〉.
These trial functions approximate the form a SP scatter-
ing state from Hd eigenstates of energy ǫλP . No assump-
tion is made for the normalization of these trial scatter-
ing wavefunctions whereas I use { ˆ˜ψ†λP } to denote creation
operators for such states with a suitable standard (delta-
function) normalization
ˆ˜ψ†λP |0〉 =
|ψ˜λP 〉
〈ψ˜λP |ψ˜λP 〉1/2
. (123)
I also introduce ˆ˜nλP = ψ˜
†
λP
ψ˜λP and define the trial den-
sity matrix solution
ˆ˜ρ = ΠλP ˆ˜ρλP , (124)
ˆ˜ρλP = exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )ˆ˜nλP ],
= 1 + ˆ˜nλP (exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )]− 1) . (125)
I note that the difference between the internal and Gibbs
free energies is a SP operator which can be expressed in
terms of the trial wavefunctions
H
(0)
V − Yˆ (0)V =
∑
λ′,P ′
∑
λP
〈ψ˜λ′,P ′ |(H(0)V − Yˆ (0)V )|ψ˜λP 〉
〈ψ˜λ′,P ′ |ψ˜λ′,P ′〉1/2 〈ψ˜λP |ψ˜λP 〉1/2
× ˆ˜ψ†λ′,P ′ ˆ˜ψλP . (126)
The variation form of the grand potential value is also
separable
Ω
(0)
V [
ˆ˜ρ] =
∑
λP
Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ], (127)
Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ] = Ω
(0)
V,λP
+∆Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ], (128)
Ω
(0)
V,λP
= − 1
β
lnTr{ ˆ˜ρλP }
= − 1
β
ln (1 + exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )]) , (129)
∆Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ] =
Tr{ ˆ˜ρλP [H(0)V − Yˆ (0)V + (1/β) ln(ˆ˜ρλP )]}
Tr{ ˆ˜ρλP }
.(130)
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I observe that the components of the grand-canonical po-
tential functional has the minimum
Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP = ρˆLS,λP ] = Ω
(0)
V,λP
. (131)
Below, in the spirit of Ref. 160, I investigate the SP ther-
modynamics by considering the variational contributions
from each of the orthogonal trial scattering eigenstates,
{λP }, at a time.
It is straightforward to evaluate the terms in the vari-
ational separable grand potential functional,
∆Ω
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρ] = (ǫλP − µP )〈ˆ˜nλP 〉 ˆ˜ρλP
(
C[ψ˜λP ]− 1
)
,(132)
C[ψ˜λP ] =
〈ψ˜λP |(H(0)V − Yˆ (0)V )|ψ˜λP 〉
(ǫλP − µP )〈ψ˜λP |ψ˜λP 〉
, (133)
〈ˆ˜nλP 〉 ˆ˜ρλP =
Tr{ ˆ˜ρλP ˆ˜nλP }
Tr{ ˆ˜ρλP }
=
exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )]
1 + exp[−β(ǫλP − µP )]
= 〈nˆλP 〉ρˆ(0)LS . (134)
It follows that the variational nature of the nonequilib-
rium thermodynamical grand potential can be expressed
δΩ
(0)
V [
ˆ˜ρ]
δψ˜∗λP (r)
=
δΩ
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ]
δψ˜∗λP (r)
= 0, (135)
D[ψ˜λP ]
−1 δΩ
(0)
V,λP
[ ˆ˜ρλP ]
δψ˜∗λP (r)
= 〈r|(H(0)V − Yˆ (0)V )|ψ˜λP 〉
−C[ψ˜λP ](ǫλP − µP )〈r|ψ˜λP 〉,(136)
D[ψ˜λP ] =
〈nˆλP 〉ρˆ(0)LS
〈ψ˜λP |ψ˜λP 〉
. (137)
Since C[ψ˜λP ] = 1 (at the solution), it is possible to ex-
press the variational condition (136) simply as the con-
dition
(H
(0)
V − Yˆ (0)V )|ψ˜λP 〉 = (ǫλP − µP )|ψ˜λP 〉. (138)
This equation is obviously solved by the formal SP LS
solution, (118) and (119).
C. Calculation of single-particle properties
From the variational thermodynamics description of
the noninteracting particles we can represent the full vari-
ation of the noninteracting Green functions and expecta-
tion values of all SP operators. I exemplify this computa-
tional power with a determination of the electron-density
variation.
The initial disconnected system is fully characterized
through the retarded Green function operator gˆdr (ω) =∑
J=L/R/C gˆ
dJ
r (ω), given by Eqs. (A1) and (A2), and
by the initial electron occupation. Analytic proper-
ties relates the retarded and advanced Green functions
[gˆa(ω) = gˆ
∗
r(ω)] and permits an simple expression also
of disconnected equilibria spectral function (A4). Each
of the separate sections are equilibrium and the initial
system is thus described by an electron-distribution or
less-than Green function operator [13]
gˆd<(ω) = gˆ
dJ=L/R/C
<,µ=µJ (ω), (139)
gˆdJ<,µ(ω) = fµ(ω)i[gˆ
dJ
r (ω)− gˆdJa (ω)]
= fµ(ω)
∑
λJ
|λJ 〉〈λJ |δ(ω − ǫλJ ). (140)
Here ‘λJ ’ identifies an eigenstate of energy ǫλJ where
resides in the leads or in the center. This definition is
consistent with the one introduced and used in Section
II.B. I have in (140) chosen to explicitly state the depen-
dence on the (lead-specific) chemical potential, to stress
the relation with the formulation in Ref. 148.
After the adiabatic turn on we have the system de-
scribed by the SP LS solutions (118). The retarded Green
functions for the connected noninteracting system H(0)
is given by the Dyson equation [132] as well as a formal
Green function evaluation based on an analysis [134] of
the (SP) LS solution:
gˆ(0)r (ω) =
∑
P=L/R
gˆ(0),Pr (ω), (141)
gˆ(0),Pr (ω) =
∑
λ
|ψ(0)LS,λP 〉〈ψ
(0)
LS,λP
|
ω − ǫ˜λ,P + iη . (142)
The scattering-state poles ǫ˜λP are given by infinitesimal
level shifts relative to original disconnected-system eigen-
values ǫλP . The formulation (141) applies in transport
cases when we can ignore bound states [134, 135]. I will
not consider possible charging-hysteresis cases here [46].
From the formal scattering theory results there is a also
a link to a full nonequilibrium Green function determi-
nation for noninteracting particles. The Green-theorem
boundary terms enters in the evaluation of the operator
for the noninteracting less-than Green function
gˆ
(0)
< (ω) =
∑
P=L/R
[1+ gˆ(0)r (ω)H
(0)
1,V ]gˆ
P
<(ω)[1+H
(0)
1,V gˆ
(0)
a (ω)].
(143)
Inserting (140) in (143) yields
gˆ
(0)
< (ω) =
∑
P=L/R
gˆ
(0),P
<,µ′=µP
(ω), (144)
gˆ
(0),P
<,µ′ (ω) = 2πfµ′(ω)
∑
λP
|ψ(0)LS,λP〉〈ψ
(0)
LS,λP
|δ(ω − ǫ˜λP ),(145)
a sum where each terms corresponds exactly to the con-
tribution from the individual (independent) SP LS solu-
tion. Again the description here is consistent with that
used in Section II.C. The connection between the SP LS
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solutions and the noninteracting Green functions is, of
course, well known.
To calculate many SP properties it is practical to seek
a real-space representation; here we exemplify a deter-
mination of the electron-density variation in tunneling.
From the SP LS solutions, expressed through (143), one
defines
g
(0)
< (r, r
′, ω) ≡ 〈r|gˆ(0)< (ω)|r′〉, (146)
and one immediately obtains a determination of, for ex-
ample, the electron-density variation
n(r) =
∫
dωg
(0)
< (r, r, ω). (147)
It is sometimes natural to contrast this density variation
with the corresponding result nd(r) for the initial, dis-
connected system and consider
∆n(r) = n(r)− nd(r). (148)
For simple model systems defined by a double-barrier
structure the tunneling-induced density change (148) in-
cludes a variation in nonequilibrium resonant-level charg-
ing [42, 46] and nonequilibrium Friedel density oscilla-
tions.18 With a true noninteracting-electron modeling
(i.e., in the absence of actual many-body scattering) the
electron-density change ∆n(r) also includes a position-
independent component which corresponds to SP trans-
mission.
The robust SP LS solver strategies employed in stan-
dard DBT codes [118] codes [118–122] excel at calcula-
tion the density variation (147) for any given SP poten-
tial. Calculations of the effective density variation (148)
is, of course, a core step also in an exact nonequilibrium
thermodynamics DFT.
VIII. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY OF
INTERACTING TUNNELING
TheMermin-type proof of the variational property (94)
of the nonequilibrium grand potential does not require,
nor by itself provide uniqueness of density in nonequilib-
rium tunneling. This is in contrast to the case of thermal
properties in equilibrium [52]. Nevertheless, the previ-
ously formulated LS collision DFT [64] and open-system
time-dependent DFT analysis [161] still provide a proof
for uniqueness of density for collision problems, Appendix
D.
The uniqueness of density proof is here used to de-
fine a SP formulation for exact calculations of interact-
ing nonequilibrium thermodynamics based on universal
18 The Friedel density oscillations are very pronounced in studies of
tunneling in two-dimensional systems and evident, for example,
in Fig. 10 of Ref. 121a and Fig. 2 of Ref. 121b.
energy functionals. The formally exact theory contains
the set of DBT descriptions as a first consistent but also
un-quantified approximation. The here-presented ther-
modynamics DFT provides a formal framework for sys-
tematic improvements beyond DBT.
A. Uniqueness of density in nonequilibrium
thermodynamics
The unitary evolution provides an explicit construction
for the mapping
N : vcol(r, t) −→ n(r, t) = 〈nˆ(r)〉col(t). (149)
The LS collision DFT proof for uniqueness of density,
Ref. 64, explores the time-evolution in the collision pic-
ture to prove that N is unique, i.e., that for every
vcol(r, t) there can be at most one time-dependent den-
sity. Also, the case of steady-state tunneling resulting
from the adiabatic turn on is just a particular form of
time-dependent behavior and the uniqueness of density
extends also to cases when the collision term reduces
to a time-independent scattering potential vsc(r). Un-
der the assumption that a steady-state behavior emerges
from vsc(r) the mapping N is then instead completely
described by the steady-state density matrix (53):
N : vsc(r) −→ n(r) = 〈nˆ(r)〉sc. (150)
It follows either by the boundary conditions discussed in
Ref. 21 or directly by differentiating the mapping (149)
that the resulting density can have no more than an adi-
abatic time dependence, n(r, t) ∼ n(r) exp(ηt).
This unique mapping between density and external po-
tential allows an explicit construction of density function-
als for the thermodynamics of nonequilibrium tunneling.
I observe that it is possible to choose a detailed form of
the adiabatic turn on such that it is compatible, even in a
stringent mathematical sense, with both the requirement
of LS collision DFT [64] and with the present nonequi-
librium thermodynamic description, Appendix D. A ro-
bust, universally applicable, linking of the LS collision
DFT with the nonequilibrium thermodynamics also re-
quires an assumption of a V-representability19, i.e., that
for every nonequilibrium electron density there exists an
external potential for which the solution density matrix
produces that density.20
19 For traditional time-dependent DFT calculations, where one can
assume a finite extension of the system and hence system-specific
potential, there exists a proof of uniqueness of density, [162].
20 It is possible, but not clear, that the proof of the regular time-
dependent DFT V-representatibility [162] also extents to trans-
port calculations based on infinite-system time-dependent DFT
[61, 161], to the LS collision DFT [64] formulation, and thus to
here-presented construction of a rigorous GCE thermodynamics
DFT. However, the support of the system-specific SP potential
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A solution nonequilibrium density matrix correspond-
ing to a given density n′(r, t) can be viewed as a general
density functional
ρˆn′(t) = ρˆ[n
′(r, t)] ≡ ρˆcol,V′←n′(t). (151)
Below I focus the discussion on steady-state transport in
a time-independent scattering potential.
The formally exact description of the overall dynamics
in nonequilibrium tunneling also requires the introduc-
tion of a number of other density functionals21
F [n] =
Tr{ρˆn[K +W + (1/β) ln(ρˆn/Tr{ρˆn})]}
Tr{ρˆn} ,(152)
YV [n] ≡ YLS[n] = Tr{ρˆnYˆV }
Tr{ρˆn} . (153)
Here, YˆV denotes the steady-state operator for the Gibbs
free energy. The variational character of the thermody-
namical potential can then be expressed
ΩV [n] = V [n] + F [n]− YV [n], (154)
∂ΩV [n]
∂n
=
∂Ω
(0)
V [n]
∂n
+
∂
∂n
[
ΩV [n]− Ω(0)V [n]
]
= 0. (155)
The correction to the noninteractiong contribution in
(155) is formally just a term which reflects an (effective-
potential-type) extension to the SP dynamics discussed
in Sec. VII. However, Eq. (155) is not directly useful for
a DFT formulation of efficient calculations of nonequi-
librium GCE thermodynamics. As the subscript ‘V ’ em-
phasize, this is a formulation which would still require
us to succeed with a complicated explicit construction
[22, 23, 25] of the Gibbs free energy operator YˆV that
is specific for V and enters (153). Explicit solution for
YˆV are possible [22, 23, 25–27] for special interacting-
transport cases and reveals exciting details of interacting
nonequilibrium dynamics. However, an approach based
on (155) does not appear directly viable for setting up
efficient SP calculations within a nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics DFT. Fortunately, there exists a work around.
B. Relation to standard ballistic transport codes
The goal is frozen-nuclei calculations of the electron
density (and of transmission and thermodynamics prop-
term can in any case be made much larger than the extension
of the actual laboratory and much larger than any four-probe
measurement setup. I therefore here follow a common practice
and simply assume that there exists at least an approximative
V-representatibility.
21 Here and below I do not express the LS foundation in subscripts
because I instead seek to emphasize the link to the density,
namely via the specification n → V → YV and thus, eventu-
ally, to the effective SP scattering potential Veff .
erties) in nonequilibrium tunneling within a generaliza-
tion of the DBT framework [118–120, 122]. I consider
only steady-state transport in a time-independent scat-
tering potential and I introduce both a system-specific
potential-energy and (mean-field Coulomb) Hartree in-
teraction terms
V [n] =
∫
drvsc(r)n(r), (156)
ΦH[n] =
1
2
∫
dr
∫
dr′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| . (157)
Both are here expressed formally as density functionals.
Of central importance for the usefulness of the DBT
method is undoubtably the emphasis on using a den-
sity functional expression to approximate effects of the
many-body interaction. The DBT chooses to approxi-
mate these by using the exchange-correlation functional
term (identified by ‘GS’) of ground-state DFT, that is,
approximations to the universal functional for equilib-
rium systems:
Exc[n] = GGS[n]−G(0)GS[n], (158)
GGS[n] = 〈Ψ0|K +W |Ψ0〉 − ΦH[n], (159)
G
(0)
GS[n] = 〈Ψ(0)0 |K|Ψ(0)0 〉. (160)
specified as a difference between expectation values of
the fully interacting ground state |Ψ0〉 and of the nonin-
teracting ground state |Ψ(0)0 〉. From these functional the
DBT constructs an effective scattering potential
vDBT[n](r) ≡ vsc(r) + δΦH
δn(r)
+
δExc
δn(r)
. (161)
The fact that solutions of the DBT dynamics are ex-
pressed in terms of SP LS solutions ensures that the
DBT method (for electron-density calculations) is in-
herently consistent, automatically satisfying conservation
laws (for any given density functional choice). The DBT
method incorporates the essential Gibbs-free energy ef-
fects as it is consistent with the charge adjustments stip-
ulated by using Freidel sum rule on dynamics in the ef-
fective potential (161). In effect, the DBT method thus
consists not only of constructing an effective potential
vDBT[n] but also, implicitly, of constructing and using
the associated SP Gibbs free energy operator,
YˆVDBT(r) ≡
∑
λP
µP (ψˆ
(0)
VDBT,λP
)†ψˆ(0)VDBT,λP , (162)
from SP creation operators (ψˆ
(0)
V,DBT,λP
)† for the set of
DBT SP LS solution states.
A determination of the Gibbs free energy operator (and
Gibbs free energy effects) is essentially already available
at the DBT level. This opportunity exists because the
DBT codes emphasize efficient calculations of the SP
scattering states.
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C. Universal functionals and formally-exact
single-particle descriptions
While the grand thermodynamical potential functional
(154) contains a non-universal component (beyond V [n]),
it is still possible to achieve an effective single-particle for-
mulation in terms of universal density functionals. The
development of a formally exact SP formulation shows
that it contains the DBT method [118–120] as a lowest-
order approximation (for frozen coordinates).
I observe that since the scattering potential is a func-
tional of the density, Eq. (156), it follows that the LS
operator solution can also be expressed as a density func-
tional
ψˆ†LS,λP [n] =
iη
ǫλP + LHV←n + iη
c†λP . (163)
From this functional form of the many-body LS operator
solution, it is possible to obtain density derivatives of the
variational thermodynamics grand potential. I define
Yˆn =
∑
i
µiψˆ
†
LS,λP
[n]ψˆLS,λP [n], (164)
Y [n] =
Tr{ρˆnYˆn}
Tr{ρˆn} , (165)
Y ′[n] =
Tr{ρˆn(∂Yˆn/∂n)}
Tr{ρˆn} . (166)
I note that
∂
∂n
YV [n] =
∂
∂n
Y [n]− Y ′[n], (167)
expresses the derivative of the Gibbs free energy in terms
of universal functionals.
I seek a SP formulation where solving for fictitious SP
scattering wavefunctions ψeff,λP (r) (moving in some ef-
fective scattering potential Veff) constitutes a complete
specification of both the electron density and the ther-
modynamical potential ΩV . The individual SP scattering
state is a SP LS solution which emerges from anHd eigen-
state λP (of energy ǫλP ). Assuming a suitable normal-
ization of such solutions leads to a simple determination
of the electron density variation
n(r) =
∑
P,λP
|ψeff,λP (r)|2 〈nˆλP 〉ρˆn (168)
where 〈nˆλP 〉ρˆn is the level-occupation expection value
evaluated from ρˆn. To provide a rigorous SP formulation
from universal functionals I introduce a set of (general-
ized) exchange-correlation energy terms
Fxc[n] = F [n]− F (0)[n], (169)
Yxc[n] = Y [n]− Y (0)[n], (170)
Y ′xc[n] = Y
′[n]− Y ′,(0)[n]. (171)
Here, as before, superscripts ‘(0)’ identify functional val-
ues evaluated at W = 0. It follows that the fictitious
dynamics is uniquely specified by an effective equation of
motion
∂Ω
(0)
V
∂ψ∗eff,λP (r)
= −∂[ΩV − Ω
(0)
V ]
∂n
ψeff,λP (r) (172)
= −
(
δFxc[n]
δn(r)
− δYxc[n]
δn(r)
+ Y ′xc[n]
)
ψeff,λP (r).(173)
Since we have assumed a suitable normalization, the
equation of motion for an occupied SP LS solution wave-
function can be reformulated,
〈r|(H(0)V − Yˆ (0)V )|ψeff,λP 〉+(
δFxc[n]
δn(r)
+ Y ′xc[n]−
δYxc[n]
δn(r)
)
〈r|ψeff,λP 〉
= C[ψeff,λP ](ǫλP − µP )〈r|ψeff,λP 〉. (174)
The real-valued functional Y ′xc[n] can be viewed either as
a constant potential shift or as a shift in the eigenvalue
ǫλP , for example, as expected when an infinite scattering
potential causes a change in band-structure [133, 134].
The SP LS scattering-wave solutions (for dynamics in
an effective SP potential Veff that gives rise to the SP
Gibbs-free energy operator YˆVeff ) is:
〈r|(H(0)Veff − Yˆ
(0)
Veff
)|ψeff,λP 〉 = (ǫλP − µi) 〈r|ψeff,λP 〉. (175)
Given an assumption of V-representability, it follows that
the terms of the fictitious SP formulation (175) and the
variational evaluation (174) must coincide. This provides
a framework to identify the uniquely defined effective SP
potential
Veff [n] ≡
∫
dr veff [n](r)n(r). (176)
At the same time, and unlike in ground-state DFT and
in DBT, it is not so that a comparison of the dynamics
specified by the variational principle leads directly to an
explicit determination of a new effective potential,
Veff [n] 6= V [n] + δ
δn
Fxc[n]. (177)
To search for an effective SP potential for description
of many-body interactions effects in nonequilibrium tun-
neling we must instead require an implicit approach with
concerted adjustments of both the potential form and of
the associated Gibbs free energy term. Future works will
explore approaches for simplifying this implicit search for
the effective SP scattering potential (going beyond the
DBT approach).
Nevertheless, we are able to now discuss the nature
of DBT method for calculations of electron density as
a lowest-order approximation to the above-discussed, ex-
act GCE thermodynamical DFT. It is clear that the DBT
method is consistent: it is built from SP LS scattering
states and it follows that the description (in itself) is com-
patible with the Friedel sum rule. The DBT method cap-
tures Gibbs free energy effects [to the extent that these
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arise in the DBT choice of the effective potential (161)]
through the implicit construction of the quadratic op-
erator YˆVDBT , Eq. (162). Within the DBT calculation
method one can also define the DBT solution density
matrix as a density functional ρˆDBTn and, in turn a den-
sity functional for the DBT approximation for the Gibbs
free energy in actual potential V :
Y DBTV [n] =
Tr{ρˆDBTn YˆVDBT}
Tr{ρˆDBTn }
. (178)
The DBT method does constitute an approximation
in that it does not express the thermodynamics in terms
of the actual functionals Fxc[n], Yxc[n], and Y
′
xc[n]. A
systematic improvement of the DBT method can be
made by also consistently including the nonequilibrium
many-body scattering effects which are expressed in the
functional-derivative difference
δ
δn(r)
(Fxc[n]− Exc[n]− ΦH [n])−
δ
δn(r)
(
Yxc[n]− Y DBTV [n] + Y (0)V [n]
)
+
Y ′xc[n] 6= 0. (179)
D. nonequilibrium thermodynamics in interacting
tunneling.
With the universal functionals, the SP formulation,
and the generalized Hellmann-Feynman, it is possible to
formally setup rigorous DFT calculations of the exact
steady-state thermodynamics variation and of the asso-
ciated conservative, adiabatic forces. The nonequilibrium
Green function or the phase shift formulations (sec. II.B)
are viable frameworks for a DFT SP studies of fully in-
teracting nonequilibrium tunneling.
Such formal DFT calculations provides a determina-
tion of the change in thermodynamics grand potential
value but only given relative to the (fixed, infinite) value
which characterize the initially disconnected system Hd.
This is natural for the open model systems are exten-
sive (infinite) and no other determination would make
sense. I also note that the disconnected equilibria system
Hd might well be given by a ground-state DFT calcula-
tion of those manifestly equilibrium t→ −∞ subsystems.
This implies that it is possible to obtain a starting point
which is exactly characterized (through the Kohn-Sham
eigenstates and eigenvalues). It also implies that one can
have a starting point where the expected density changes
(and hence the changes in effective scattering potential)
will remain essentially confined to the central tunneling
region. While the transmission, in principle, implies that
the density changes extend to infinity, this density com-
ponent will not generally affect the resulting effective po-
tential far from the central tunneling region. This is an
observation which has been explicitly tested in a typical
DBT study [120].
Computations of the thermodynamics grand potential
based on the Green function formulation [148] (appendix
A) can build on significant experience. Formal scattering
theory evaluations, based on a rapidly convergent expan-
sion in the T-matrix behavior, was emphasized already
in the early DFT history. The approach was, for exam-
ple, used in studies of the van der Waals binding and
kinetic energy repulsion of noble gas atoms on a metal
surface [149, 150]22. This type of scattering-system cal-
culations are also actively pursued for nonequilibrium
systems within the ReNSQM framework and calcula-
tions are available even for the more complex interacting
nonequilibrium tunneling problems [22–27]. In addition,
the phase-shift analysis (appendix B) suggests that DBT
computations can provide a shortcut, at least in simpler
cases where it is possible to complete a S-matrix eigen-
state decomposition.
IX. DISCUSSION
The rigorously demonstrated existence of an exact,
variational thermodynamics grand potential is important
in itself for it leads to an exact SP computational frame-
work [results (a) through (d)] of, for example, the electron
density. At that stage, the theory constitute an alterna-
tive to adaptations [61, 161] of time-dependent DFT [53]
to a GCE modeling framework of tunneling although the
functionals are different, constructed from a thermody-
namics rather than an action principle.
The fact that the nonequilibrium thermodynamics
grand potential is even extremal allows it to deliver addi-
tional conclusions [results (e) through (j)]; it is relevant
to seek a rigorous computation also of the variational
quantity ∆ΩLS itself.
A. Thermodynamics versus electrostatic forces
It is interesting that the here-derived exact thermody-
namics forces (4) formally and generally differs
F
es,NEQ
Ri
6= FGCELS,Ri (180)
from the often-used GCE electrostatic forces, (6).
The electrostatic-forces expressions (6) are specified by
frozen-nuclei calculations of the nonequilibrium electron-
density variation and they are often – but need not be –
used to thus predict nonequilibrium atomic relaxations
from DBT or nonequilibrium quantum statistical me-
chanics calculations [97–100, 103, 104, 106, 107, 110, 139,
140].
22 For a recent summary and comparison with van der Waals den-
sity functional calculations, please see, [163].
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I observe that the use of electrostatic forces lacks a
formal foundation beyond (equilibrium and) linear re-
sponse. Like Ref. 97, I point out that use of Ehrenfest
theorem [141] cannot be used for a conclusive determina-
tion of forces by electrons on the nuclei for infinite open
systems. One can succeed with an Ehrenfest-based force
evaluation (and derive electrostatic forces)
i
d
dt
〈 ∂
∂Ri
〉|GS or finite = 〈 ∂H
∂Ri
〉GS or finite, (181)
of course, for finite systems [141] or in a standard ground-
state DFT formulation23. A force evaluation based di-
rectly on Ehrenfest theorem is also available for stud-
ies using traditional, finite-extention canonical-ensemble
time-dependent DFT [165, 166] and when the nonequi-
librium transport problem is recast as a finite (essentialy
closed) problem [62, 63], i.e., when a time-dependent field
causes induction (balanced by a coupling to a phonon
bath) in a horse-shoe setup. However, for the stan-
dard open-boundary modeling of tunneling an analysis
in terms of GCE thermodynamics remains essential.
An attempt at a direct evaluation of the Ehrenfest the-
orem is indeterminate in a GCE description of tunneling.
This is because such systems, by nature, must have infi-
nite extension to avoid carrier depletion. Ehrenfest eval-
uation of forces (for SP dynamics) rests on using Green’s
theorem∫
V
(u∆v − v∆u)dr =
∫
S
(u∇v − v∇u) · dτ (182)
and on using an assumed cancellation of the surface terms
(in ‘S’) at infinity [141]. There is no argument directly
available for a cancellation for scattering states. In fact,
inclusion of surface terms is essential for both the formal
SP collision formulation [124], for a consistent nonequilib-
rium Green function evaluation of noninteracting tunnel-
ing transport24 [41], and for a LS collision description of
an open many-body interaction problem [123, 167]. The
evaluation must be pursued in the context of a Wron-
skian [144] formulation, i.e., with adherence to the flux
conservation that formal scattering theory automatically
provides [138].
23 Ehrenfest theorem can be used for an equilibrium canonical-
ensemble system by first assuming an infinite repetition and by
then employing a periodic-cell Green’s theorem, [164].
24 The role of the Green-theorem surface terms (in a consistent
determination of noninteracting Green’s functions for tunneling
[37]) is not always expressed but they are nevertheless essen-
tial [41] (until one includes actual many-body scattering and
associated dephasing effects everywhere). In the nonequilib-
rium Green function descriptions, we traditionally seek to sep-
arate out the single-particle terms (here denoted δKV ) and
many-body terms (described by a self-energy σ). In the ab-
sence of many-body interactions (or dephasing) in the leads,
the Green-theorem surface terms forces us to work with g< =
[1+ gr(δKV + σr)]gd<[(δKV + σa)ga+1]+ grσ<ga, not just the
last term (that vanishes when σ = 0).
This paper shows (appendix A) that the exact ther-
modynamics forces (5) reduce to electrostatic-force def-
inition (6) when the electron distribution can be en-
tirely described from the full density of states. I note
that this condition is not generally satisfied outside
equilibrium. Before proceeding, I also emphasize that
the here-presented formal and exact QKA recasts rigor-
ously demonstrates that the steady-state thermodynam-
ics forces for adiabatic transformation can never reduce
to the nonconservative electrostatic forces discussed and
explored, for example, in Refs. 106, 107.
Many existing descriptions of tunneling forces starts
with the definition (6) and the assumption that since
electrostatic forces are applicable in equilibrium and in
linear response [87, 98] it should also hold under gen-
eral nonequilibrium conditions. The assumption of the
validity of electrostatic forces (6) enters, for example, as
expressed by a choice of Lagrangian [104], or when mo-
tivation is sought from Ehrenfest theorem [141] followed
by an Ehrenfest approximation, i.e., a separation of slow
nuclei and fast electron dynamics [97, 99, 100].
There are ongoing discussions of run-away and possi-
ble water-wheel nuclei-dynamics effects25 [103, 104, 106,
107, 110] and of an inherent nonconservative nature
[87, 106, 107] of such electrostatic forces. These discus-
sions have recently been supplemented by works which
also include a coupling to a phonon bath [109, 110]. Typ-
ically, it is the electron behavior expressed by (6) which
are seen as the source for a possible structural instabil-
ity in tunneling systems. Several papers (for example,
Ref. 110) state that the nonconservative behavior ex-
press a nonadiabatic property (a view that is consistent
with the here-presented finding that the exact steady-
state thermodynamics forces must be explicitly conser-
vative). Inclusion of phonons tends to stabilize the dy-
namics [109, 110]. The papers on nonconservative elec-
trostatic forces discuss an effect beyond Joule heating,
an effect which should arise also in the absence of a pos-
sible current-induced coupling to vibrations. The latter
effect is clearly also important, for example, as has very
recently been illustrated [109] in a study of a current-
induced limit-cycle behavior produced when focusing the
many-body interaction to an electron-vibrational cou-
pling. Overall, this development, a finding of a noncon-
servative character in the forces which are widely used
for implementing nonequilibrium relaxations, accentu-
ates the need for discussing what forces are best suited
to describe working nonequilibrium devices.
This paper concentrates the discussion of forces and re-
laxations on the strictly adiabatic behavior, arising when
25 Including an electron-phonon coupling will obviously provide a
modeling of Joule heating of the lattice and, hence, of a friction
mechanism. However, it also opens up for both possible topolog-
ical effects [110] and frequency-selective, current-induced spon-
taneous emission as well as stimulated transitions, for example,
as discussed in Ref. 102.
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there is an infinite ratio of the ion to electron masses.
For this discussion I am finding the the exact thermo-
dynamics forces are not only variational and explicitly
conservative but also express an inherent adiabatic na-
ture (always propelling the system to a state without
any thermodynamics excitation). I find that the thermo-
dynamics forces are suited for use in a nonequilibrium
Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
It is, of course, clear that additional nonconservative
forces, like wind forces will also apply when one can not
ignore the mass and momentum of the electron in the
thermodynamics analysis. Understanding the nature of
non-adiabatic forces is also an important problem which,
however, lies beyond the scope of this paper.
B. Relation to equilibrium thermodynamics
The demonstration of the variational character (ap-
pendix C) is essentially identical to Mermin’s origi-
nal analysis [52] in his formulation of an equilibrium-
thermodynamics DFT. However, one difference deserves
a separate discussion: the emerging (rather than fixed)
expression for the nonequilibrium Gibbs free energy op-
erator Yˆcol(t) does not seem to provide any reductio ad
absurdum argument. Rather, changes in the SP collision
potential term Vcol will make themselves felt both in the
Hamiltonian and in the Gibbs free energy operator.
Nevertheless, the present nonequilibrium thermody-
namic account is developed in the continuum Caroli par-
tition scheme [32, 33] that was also used in the formula-
tion [64] of a LS collision DFT. Rather than a traditional
reduction ad absurdum argument [52], it is here a time-
dependent DFT-type of argument (from the appendix of
Ref. 64 or from Ref. 161) that underpins a DFT SP for-
mulation. This analysis ensures that one can treat both
the nonequilibrium thermodynamic quantities and asso-
ciated nonequilibrium density matrix solutions through
universal electron-density functionals.
C. Refining the density functional description
I note that many-body interactions in nonequilibrium
tunneling are known to cause changes in the statisti-
cal distribution among many-body eigenstates [21, 22,
24, 25, 27] in tunneling. The magnitude and complex-
ity of such changes significantly exceed those arising
in equilibrium cases because the Fermi-liquid behavior
degrades and genuine inelastic processes will proceed
[37, 41, 42, 129].
The Friedel sum rule is, of course, also of central im-
portance in correct calculations of such many-body in-
teractions [137, 143]. In addition, it is in nonequilibrium
tunneling a much more complex task to determine what
possible many-body states represent the lower- or higher-
lying many-body configurations of the emerging distribu-
tion [21]. A full, exact GCE thermodynamical account is
essential to decide which such many-body configurations
must be excluded in an implementation of an adiabatic
transformation of nuclei positions.
X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
To derive a rigorous description of GCE thermodynam-
ics in interacting nonequilibrium tunneling, this paper re-
casts the full QKA [15] of electron dynamics. It identifies
a variational thermodynamics grand potential in a theory
that is closely related to the exact steady-state ReNQSM
[21] and to Mermin’s analysis of equilibrium GCE ther-
modynamics [52]. In part, this formal result is made pos-
sible by a definition of an operator for the nonequilibrium
Gibbs free energy under general nonequilibrium tunnel-
ing conditions. The paper furthermore notes the exis-
tence of a uniqueness of density proof (from the closely
related LS collision DFT [64]) and uses that proof, and
the extremal nature of the nonequilibrium grand poten-
tial, to formulate rigorously a SP thermodynamics the-
ory cast in terms of universal density functionals. The
density functionals characterize the internal and Gibbs
free energy variation. The paper establishes the widely
used DBT formulation [118] as a lowest-order yet consis-
tent approximation to the here-presented nonequilibrium
thermodynamics DFT.
A nonempirical theory of nonequilibrium tunneling
must be able to reliably describe the structure of a tun-
neling system under operating condition and, in particu-
lar, to determine transport-induced morphology changes.
This has been a challenge because in actual nonequilib-
rium quantum statistical mechanics calculations, the fo-
cus is typically on the electron behavior. For the stan-
dard (open-boundary and thus infinite) model framework
of tunneling, I observe that there is a need to include ef-
fects of the Gibbs free energy variation. For example,
electron redistribution effects [21, 23, 25, 41, 42, 129]
makes it relevant to investigate and determine thermo-
dynamics forces. The demonstration of a generalized
Hellmann-Feynman theorem ensures a conservative na-
ture of the thermodynamics forces.
This paper has thus taken a fundamentally different
route than the standard force discussion and has avoided
an indeterminate Ehrenfest-type force evaluation. This
paper demonstrates that the here-defined exact ther-
modynamics forces are both useful and will always im-
plement (with sufficiently slow deformation) an adia-
batic nature in relaxations. The thermodynamics forces
are also based on a robust physics principle (entropy
maximization) and are suited for use in a nonequilib-
rium Born-Oppenheimer approximation for interacting
nonequilibrium tunneling.
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Appendix A: Noninteracting Green function analysis
The emitter ‘L’ and collector ‘R’ are initially described
by states |φλ,L/R〉 (of SP energy ǫλ,L/R) but have no over-
lap with each other or with states of the central region
|φλ,C〉. The initial (disconnected) system is described by
retarded Green functions
gˆdr (ω) =
∑
J=L/R/C
gˆdJr (ω), (A1)
gˆdJ=L/R/Cr (ω) =
∑
λ
|φλJ 〉〈φλJ |
ω − ǫλJ + iη
. (A2)
From these one can determine the initial density of state
as a trace
Dd(ω) =
∑
J=L/C/R
DdJ(ω), (A3)
Dd,J=L/R/C(ω) = i
π
[gˆdJr (ω)− gˆdJa (ω)], (A4)
using the general analytic properties of the retarded and
advanced Green functions, gˆa(ω) = gˆ
∗
r (ω). The density
of state includes a factor of 2 for spin. A specification
of the electron-distribution or less-than Green function
is given in Sec. VII.C.
I provide below a formal nonequilibrium Green func-
tion (or equivalently a SP LS solution) framework for
calculations and analysis in noninteracting GCE thermo-
dynamics.
1. From noninteracting Green functions to
nonequilibrium thermodynamics
For the emitter and collector we seek the partial or
projected density of state changes (19) as well as the cor-
responding integrated changes (21). The integrated den-
sity of state changes (21) reflects the net effects of the
infinitesimal level shifts (ǫλP → ǫ˜λP ) that arise with the
adiabatic turn on of the tunneling and which are reflected
in the SP LS solutions [124, 134, 146]
|ψ(0)LS,λP=L/R〉 = [1 + gˆdr (ǫ˜λP )Tˆ (0)(ǫ˜λP )]|φλP 〉. (A5)
Here Tˆ (0) denotes the T matrix of the connected (but
noninteracting) system. In fact, the set of SP LS solution
states {|ψ(0)LS,λP=L/R〉}, can be used to determine the full
change in the density of state [149] as well as the lead
projected density of state changes, (19)
The full density of state change (in the connected but
noninteracting system)
∆Dtot(ω) = ∆DL(ω) + ∆DR(ω) (A6)
= Dd(ω) + i
π
Tr{gˆdr (ω)Tˆ (0)(ω)gˆdr (ω)},(A7)
reflects the full S and T-matrix behavior [expressed in
(7)]. The Dyson equation [132] for the retarded Green
function
gˆ(0)r (ω)− gˆdr (ω) = gˆdr (ω)H1,V gˆ(0)r (ω) (A8)
determines the energy levels ǫλP , formally by solving for
the poles of the scattering-state retarded Green function
[134], (141) and (142). In turn, this formal-scattering
theory analysis uniquely determines of the tunneling-
induced changes in the zero-temperature thermodynam-
ics grand potential
∆ΩLS =
∑
P=L/R
∫ µP
−∞
(ω − µP )∆DP (ω)
= −
∑
P=L/R
∫ µP
−∞
∆NP (ω). (A9)
2. Grand-canonical ensemble thermodynamics
study of Cu(111) adsorbates
The interactions of Cu(111) adsorbates provides a sim-
ple example of the role Gibbs free energy in a GCE ther-
modynamics study (Section II.C). This is a system where
it is sufficient to consider adsorbate-induced s-wave scat-
tering phase shifts [2, 126]. Here I provide some details
on the thermodynamics behavior from the Green func-
tion calculations which underpin the results for example,
reported in Refs. 4, 147, 155. The isotropic surface state
has an approximative free-electron dispersion [168] given
by effective mass meff . At the same time, it is an exam-
ple which requires formal scattering theory because the
MSS scattering off, for example, an adatoms must be de-
scribed nonperturbatively [126] and the same therefore
applies for the description of the MSS-mediated interac-
tion [147].
I Introduce a MSS Fermi energy ǫF to express the dif-
ference between chemical potential µF and the bottom
of the MSS state (in a zero-temperature analysis). The
unperturbed two-dimensional dynamics is expressed in
terms of the MSS retarded Green functions
gMSSr (d;ω) =
meff
π~
K0(−iqωr + iη). (A10)
Here ~ω ≡ ~2q2ω/2meff and K0 denotes the two-
dimensional zeroth-order Bessel function. Since the ex-
perimental and theoretical characterizations rests on a
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s-wave description of the adatom-MSS interaction, I also
introduce the MSS T-matrix
T1s(ω) =
i~2
meff
[
ei2δ0(ω) − 1
]
(A11)
for multiple δ-function scattering [147]. This energy-
dependent T-matrix is given by the s-wave phase shift
δ0(ω) = arccot [ln(ω/ǫF)/π + cot(δF)] , (A12)
which, in turn, is entirely specified the experimentally
observed Fermi-level (s-wave) phase shift, δF ≈ ±π/2.
The MSS-mediated interaction is given by evaluat-
ing the integrated change in the density of states,
∆DδFMSS,2s(d;ω), which arise when two adatoms approach
from an infinite distance and to some finite separation d.
Since this is an equilibrium problem, one can use
Lloyds’ formula [156] to directly express the integrated
changes in the density of state as the two s-wave scat-
ters approach from an infinite separation to some finite
separation d:
∆N δFMSS,2s(d;ω) = −2ℑ ln{1− [T δF0 (ω)gMSSr (ω, d)]2}.
(A13)
Using also formal Fourier-transformation theory, for ex-
ample, as formulated by Lighthill[158], it is straightfor-
ward to obtain an analytical evaluation in the limit of
asymptotic adatom separation, qFd & π. In particular,
it follows that the asymptotical internal energy variation
is entirely dominated by [157]
∆N δFMSS,2s(d;ω) ∼
(
2
π
)2
ℜ
[
ei2qFd
√
y
qFd
√
y
×
(ln(y)/π + cot(δF) + i)
2
[1 + (ln(y)/π + cot(δF))2]2
]
y=ω/ǫF
.(A14)
The leading-order GCE variation in internal energy
UMSS,2sLS (d; δF) coincides exactly with the variation pre-
dicted for the Gibbs free energy Y MSS,2sLS (d; δF) =
µF∆N2s(ǫF; δF). The asymptotic decay 1/d of either of
the individual GCE interaction components differs from
the 1/d2 decay form derived in a previous perturbative
canonical-ensemble calculation [154] and with experimen-
tal observations [126].
The full GCE thermodynamics account, calculating
the GCE thermodynamics grand potential for the MSS-
mediated interaction interactions, has instead a cancella-
tion of the 1/d terms and has a correct 1/d2 oscillatory
decay as well as a phase in agreement with the exper-
iments [126]. The analysis thus illustrates that includ-
ing the Gibbs free energy variation is essential in formal
scattering theory studies of the GCE thermodynamics
behavior [147, 149, 150].
3. Thermodynamics versus electrostatic forces
Here I explore consequences of an assumption ‘A)’ that
the electron distribution, i.e., g
(0)
< (r, r, ω), remains en-
tirely specified by the changes in the full local density of
state,
Dtot(r, ω) ≡ − 2
π
ℑ〈r|gˆ(0)r (ω)|r〉. (A15)
For a discussion of electrostatic forces it is relevant to
also inspect the variation in the corresponding integral
Ntot(µ′) ≡
∫ µ′
−∞
dω
∫
drDtot(r, ω). (A16)
Assumption ‘A)’ applies in equilibrium [13]. When as-
sumption ‘A)’ applies it allows an important simplifica-
tions through a Lloyds’ formula [156] evaluation of the
thermodynamics grand potential and causes the ther-
modynamics forces to reduce to electrostatic forces. I
stress that assumption ‘A)’ is not expected to hold under
nonequilibrium conditions and that there is no argument
that an equivalence of thermodynamics and electrostatic
forces holds in general.
Lloyds’s formula [156] is a succinct formulation of the
full density of states changes
∆Dtot(ω) = − ∂
∂ω
2
π
ℑTr{ln[1−H1,V gdr (ω)]}. (A17)
arising, for example, with the adiabatic turn on of a tun-
neling term H
(0)
1 . Lloyds’ formula rests on the simple
observation that
− ∂
∂ω
gˆr(ω) = gˆr(ω)gˆr(ω). (A18)
and the possibility for using a cyclic permutation of op-
erations when evaluating a full trace. Lloyds’ formula
(A17) leads directly to a compact evaluation of the inte-
gral of the full density of state changes ∆Ntot(ω).
Lloyds’ formula [156] provides significant advantages
in calculation of forces when assumption ‘A)’ is appli-
cable. Lloyds’ formula (A17) can then be applied for
an exact analysis of the additional changes produced in
a noninteracting system by an infinitesimal adjustment,
H1,V → H1,V +δV . Here I take δV =
∫
drδv(r)nˆ(r); gen-
eralizations to other cases are straightforward. To lowest
order in this infinitesimal additional perturbation δV one
obtains from (A17)
δ∆Ntot(ω) = − 1
π
Tr{δV [−2ℑgˆ(0)r (ω)]}. (A19)
In an analysis of nonequilibrium conditions, I assume
that µL > µR and I formulate assumption ‘A)’ in terms
of the contributions to the lead-specific less-than Green
function contributions (Sec. II.B and above). In gen-
eral, it holds for the noninteracting nonequilibrium sys-
tem that
〈r|gˆ(0)< (ω)|r〉 =
∑
P=L/R
〈r|gˆ(0)P<,µP (ω)|r〉
= π
∑
P=L/R
DP (r, ω)fµP (ω), (A20)
Dtot(r, ω) =
∑
P
DP (r, ω). (A21)
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where fµP (ω) denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion. Assumption ‘A)’ can be expressed (for P = L/R)
〈r|gˆ(0)P<,µP (ω)|r〉 = κPπfµP (ω)Dtot(r, ω) (A22)
where κP=L/R are would-be proportionality factors.
Since the electron distribution for ω < µR is no dif-
ferent than for a system in equilibrium, we must have
κL + κR = 1 but this boundary conditions is not used in
the following analysis.
If assumption ‘A)’ holds, one can use of Lloyds’ for-
mula [156] in the following evaluation of the lead-specific
contributions (for P = L/R) to the noninteracting ther-
modynamics grand potential
ΩP → −2
∫ µP
−∞
dµ′
∫
dr
∫
dω
2π
〈r|gˆ(0)P<,µ′ (ω)|r〉
= −2κP
∫
dµ′
∫
dr
∫
dω
2π
πDtot(r, ω)fµ′(ω)
= −κP
∫
dµ′Ntot(µ′). (A23)
Again, subject to ‘A)’ and thus the applicability of
(A22), it follows that infinitesimal changes in the po-
tential (relevant for forces) corresponds to changes in
the lead-specific thermodynamics grand potential terms
(P = L/R):
δΩP → κP
∫ µP
−∞
dµ′
1
π
[−2ℑg(0)r (r, r, ω = µ′)]δv(r)A24)
= 2
∫
drδv(r)
∫
dω
2π
〈r|gˆ(0)P<,µP (ω)|r〉. (A25)
Assumption ‘A)’ implies for noninteracting-particle sys-
tem that the exact and explicitly conservative thermo-
dynamics forces reduce to the widely used electrostatic
forces:
∂ΩLS
∂Ri
· δRi → 2
∫
drδv(r)
∫
dω
2π
〈r|gˆ(0)< (ω)|r〉
= 〈∂H
(0)
∂Ri
〉GCE · δRi. (A26)
In summary, thermodynamics and electrostatic forces
do coincide in equilibrium. There also exists arguments,
summarized in Ref. 87, that electrostatic forces captures
the adiabatic part of the force description in linear re-
sponse. Under nonequilibrium conditions, however, as-
sumption ‘A)’ is not expected to generally hold and there
is then no argument that the thermodynamics and elec-
trostatic forces should agree. This conclusion is corrobo-
rated by the phase-shift analysis in Appendix B.
Appendix B: Phase-shifts analysis of
thermodynamics
To provide a phase-shift analysis of the thermodynam-
ics in nonequilibrium tunneling it is advantageous to con-
sider the state-specific contributions to the general for-
mulation of the Friedel sum rule (7). I emphasize that the
SP behavior expressed in the T-matrix reflects mutually
independent dynamics and that the on-shell S matrix is
directly linked to the on-shell T matrix
S = 1− 2πiT (B1)
T = δ(ω −H0V )T (B2)
In fact, the T- and S-matrix have identical eigenstates,
here denoted |j〉.
The S-matrix (for particles at energy ω) have eigen-
values exp[2iδj(ω)] which, apart from the assumed spin-
degeneracy, reflect an isomorphic mapping to the set of
initial states in the leads, namely the Hd SP eigenstates
|λP=L/R〉. One can, as illustrated in Fig. 1, define a uni-
tary transformation with matrix elements
αj,λP ≡ 〈j|λP 〉, (B3)
which expresses a representation change
S −→ dS = α · S · α†. (B4)
This transformation diagonalizes the noninteracting S-
matrix,
(dS)j,j′ = δj,j′ exp[2iδj(ω)]. (B5)
I observe in passing that the T matrix is already by it-
self a powerful tool for approximating the dynamics even
for the case of a nonpertubative interaction [147, 149].
One often obtains an excellent approximation by simply
setting
ln[S(ω)] ≈ −2πiT (ω), (B6)
an observation which suggests that we can can use an
S-matrix eigenstate analysis to assign an effective phase
shift to each an every initial state |λP=L/R〉.
The argument for a state-specific evaluation can be
made formal by considering a repeated application of the
diagonalization (B4) in every term of an expansion of the
logarithm in (7):
ln[S(ω)] = α ln[δS(ω)]α†
= α[2iδj(ω)]α
†. (B7)
Here α†|λP 〉 represents the state |λP 〉 in the S-matrix
eigenstate representation. An S-matrix eigenstate analy-
sis will therefore directly give an evaluation of the state-
specific density of state contribution
2iπ[δ(ω − ǫ˜λP )− δ(ω − ǫλP )] ↔
∂
∂ω
〈λP | ln[S(ω)]λP 〉(B8)
= 2i
∂
∂ω
δλP (ω). (B9)
The latter expression is given in terms of an effective
(state-projected) phase shift
δλP (ω) ≡
∑
j
δj(ω)|〈j|λP 〉|2. (B10)
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It is interesting to link the above formal S-matrix
description with the very general analysis of one-
dimensional tunneling that is reported in Ref. 144. That
textbook analysis considers transmission in cases where
the density of state and the group velocity are different in
the two leads. That SP analysis is relevant for conditions
which generally result with the application of a bias, for
example, in modeling a heterostructure-based resonant-
tunneling diode [42, 46, 129]. For a propagating state ‘u’
( ‘v’) originating from the far left (right) the transmis-
sion coefficients and reflection coefficients are expressed
in polar notation
tu/v = |tu/v| exp[iΘu/vt ], (B11)
ru/v = |ru/v| exp[iΘu/vr ]. (B12)
The analysis of the finite-bias SP dynamics is based on
evaluations of the Wronskian, i.e., with strict adherence
to flux conservation, and identifies the general relations
among the scattering phase shifts [144]
Θut = Θ
v
t , (B13)
Θur = π −Θvr + 2Θut . (B14)
Before proceeding, I observe that application of this
textbook analysis formally requires a reinterpretation for
use in the Caroli formulation. This is because the text-
book analysis assumes the initial states to be propagat-
ing, i.e., not strictly limited to either of the leads as ap-
plies for |λP 〉. However, the adaptation is straightforward
and leads in a one-dimensional system to a simple explicit
identification of an effective phase shift for the left-lead
and right-lead states (at energy ω):
δeffL (ω) = Θ
u
r (ω), (B15)
δeffR (ω) = Θ
v
r(ω). (B16)
One can also define a total phase shift derivative
∂
∂ω
δefftot(ω) ≡
∂
∂ω
Θur (ω)+
∂
∂ω
Θvr(ω) = 2
∂
∂ω
Θut (ω) (B17)
that determines the full value of the integrated change in
the density of state (115).
The above-described textbook analysis [144] of one-
dimensional tunneling highlights the cause of differences
between thermodynamics and electrostatic forces which
arise under nonequilibrium conditions. Appendix A
demonstrates that electrostatic forces result when (115)
may be used to characterize the GCE thermodynam-
ics change of an infinitesimal coordinate change. Sec-
tion II.B explains that a full nonequilibrium characteri-
zation of the thermodynamics grand potential change in
the limit of µL ≫ µR is instead completely specified by
δeffL . Different phase shifts variations characterize the two
types of forces under nonequilibrium conditions. For ex-
ample, when µL ≫ µR it holds that thermodynamics and
electrostatic forces have different natures given by
FGCE
Ri
↔ ∂
∂Ri
δeffL (ω), (B18)
F es,GCE
Ri
↔ ∂
∂Ri
δefftot(ω), (B19)
respectively. I stress that in the one-dimensional model
problem [144] there is no general relation between the
transmission phase shift δefftot(ω) = Θ
u
t (ω) and the reflec-
tion phase shift δeffL (ω) = Θ
u
r (ω) and that, consequently,
there does not exist a general argument that the nonequi-
librium electrostatic force agrees with the exact and ex-
plicitly conservative thermodynamics forces26.
Appendix C: Mermin-type variational
thermodynamics for nonequilibrium tunneling
This appendix summarizes the proof of the variational
nature of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic grand po-
tential and of the global-minimum property of the exact
(solution) density matrix. The proof applies for time-
independent or time-dependent interacting tunneling sys-
tems under nonequilibrium conditions defined as a colli-
sion problem, Sec. IV. The argument is a straightforward
generalization of Mermin’s previous equilibrium analysis
[52].
The first observation is that it is sufficient to prove the
extremal property for any given time and hence I shall
suppress all mentioning of subscripts ‘col’, ‘sc’, or ‘LS’ (as
well as possible temporal argument) in the following. A
more compressed formulation of the extremal properties
of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic grand potential,
the nonequilibrium variational property can thus be for-
mulated
Ω[ρˆ] > Ω[ρˆ0] ≡ Ω0, (C1)
where (for a Hermitian Xˆ0)
ρˆ0 ≡ e
−βXˆ0
Tr{e−βXˆ0} , (C2)
Ω0 ≡ − 1
β
ln(Tr{e−βXˆ0}), (C3)
Ω[ρˆ] ≡ Tr{ρˆ[X0 + β−1 ln ρˆ]}, (C4)
and where trial nonequilibrium density matrices
ρˆ =
e−βXˆ
Tr{e−βXˆ} (C5)
are given by any Hermitian operator Xˆ.
26 The difference, Θur 6= Θ
u
t , is also important in a detailed analysis
of tunneling times, cf. reference [169].
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As in the equilibrium theory, it is advantageous to also
define a set of intermediate density matrices
ρˆλ ≡ e
−βXˆλ
Tr{e−βXˆλ} , (C6)
Xˆλ ≡ Xˆ0 + λ∆, (C7)
where ∆ ≡ −(1/β) ln(ρˆ) − Xˆ0. This family of possible
nonequilibrium density matrices (C6) form a line between
ρˆ0 and ρˆ where each member formally represents (in the
notation introduced in Sec. VI) a solution of the thermo-
dynamic grand potential
ΩXˆλ ≡
Tr{e−βXˆλ(Xˆλ + β−1 ln ρˆλ)}
Tr{e−βXˆλ}
= − 1
β
ln(Tr{e−βXˆλ}) 6= Ω[ρˆλ]. (C8)
I note that, unlike in the equilibrium case, a sepa-
rate argument (for example, V-representability) would
be needed to conclude that any given member, ρˆλ (of the
line of density-matrices) corresponds to an actual density
matrix solution for a physical nonequilibrium tunneling
system. However, such a representability assumption is
not of any consequence for the proof and discussion of the
extremal nature of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic
theory. The essential observation is that all of the inter-
mediate nonequilibrium density matrices (C6) are still
specified in the form given in Eq. (C5).
The central step in the proof and argument is a demon-
stration of the variational property,
∂
∂λ
ΩXˆλ = Tr{∆ρˆλ}, (C9)
that is, a compact formulation of the generalized
Hellmann-Feynman theorem (105). Here the key obser-
vation is the general operator identity [52]
∂
∂λ
e−β(Xˆ+λ∆) = −e−β(Xˆ+λ∆)
∫ β
0
dβ′∆λ(β′)(C10)
∆λ(β
′) ≡ eβ′(Xˆ+λ∆)∆ e−β(Xˆ+λ∆), (C11)
which, of course, applies irrespectively of the nature of
the statistical ensemble, for nonequilibrium and equilib-
rium conditions alike. Introducing also 〈Oˆ〉λ ≡ Tr{ρˆλOˆ},
one can thus formulate the parametric density matrix
changes,
∂
∂λ
ρˆλ = −
∫ β
0
dβ′ρˆλ[∆λ(β′)− 〈∆〉λ]. (C12)
Mermin also makes the observation that a cyclic per-
mutation of operators permits a significant simplification
in the evaluation of expectation values, for example [52],
〈∆λ(β′)〉λ = 〈∆〉λ. (C13)
Inserting this result in (C12) completes an explicit
demonstration of the generalized Hellmann-Feynman re-
sult (C9).
Finally, from (C10) also follows a proof for the ex-
tremal nature of the thermodynamical grand potential.
It proceeds by the reformulation of the potential deriva-
tive
∂
∂λ
Ω[ρˆλ] = −λTr{∆ ∂
∂λ
ρˆλ} (C14)
= λ
∫ β
0
dβ′|〈∆λ(β/2)− 〈∆〉λ〉|2. (C15)
As in equilibrium thermodynamics, this results is suffi-
cient to ensure that the difference Ω[ρˆ]−Ω[ρˆ0] is positive
and cannot vanish except when ρˆ ≡ ρˆ0.
In summary, the operator analysis of Mermin [52] is
sufficient to ensure (not only for the equilibrium case
but also for the present nonequilibrium thermodynamics)
that the thermodynamic grand potential is both varia-
tional and extremal at the exact solution ρˆ0.
Appendix D: Linking the variational QKA of
tunneling to LS collision DFT
The details of the continuum Caroli partition scheme,
section III, are designed to allow a combination of the
LS collision DFT [64] with the present general nonequi-
librium thermodynamic account. To accomplish that, it
is necessary to also ensure that the choice of details in the
adiabatic turn on (for the electron QKA) is made such
that it permits the LS collision DFT proof of uniqueness
of density. The underlying issue is purely technical, but
for completeness, I include here a mathematical analysis.
While Ref. 64 never explicitly stated this, the formal
LS collision DFT proof of uniqueness of density does, in
principle, require that the adiabatic-turn-on factor aη(t)
vanishes not only at t→ −∞, but also for all times t < t0
where t0 → −∞. In a strict mathematical sense, this is
necessary because the LS collision DFT proof implicitly
assumes one can work with a Taylor expansion in the
temporal evolution. With the simple adiabatic turn on
[a˜η(t) = exp(ηt)] that we normally employ in the QKA, it
follows that all Taylor-expansion coefficients of the tem-
poral evolution vanish in the limit t → −∞. It is clear,
that alone an extremely soft modification of the adiabatic
turn on is required to ensure a rigorous mathematical de-
scription in the LS collision DFT analysis. It is also clear
(because of the entropy flow) that such an extremely soft
modification of the adiabatic turn on can have no con-
sequence for the tunneling dynamics at relevant times
when a steady-state does emerge. The argument can be
made formal.
To be specific I investigate an adiabatic turn on which
[instead of the standard LS or QKA form, a˜η(t) =
exp(ηt)] is identically zero until some far away time
t0 → −∞. I assume that aη(t > t0) is real, monotonously
increasing, and satisfies 0 ≤ aη(t) ≤ 1, with a bounded
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derivative (daη/dt) ≤ ηaη(t). An explicit choice of
slightly modified adiabatic turn on factors can be ex-
pressed
aη(t) = exp(ηt)bη(t; t
η
0 , t
η
1) (D1)
where I have introduced a monotonously increasing pos-
itive function bη(t; t
η
0 , t
η
1) with bη(t < t
η
0) ≡ 0, bη(t >
tη1) ≡ 1 and dbη(t)/dt ≪ η. I choose tη1 = −η−(α+1)
(with α → ∞) and tη0 = tη1/η2. I note that this set of
choices removes any possible t = −∞ singularities in the
LCS-DFT proof of uniqueness of density and I proceed
to demonstrate that this modified adiabatic turn on still
leaves all details of the formal LS solutions in the QKA
unchanged (in the relevant limit η → 0+).
The important fact is that daη(t)/dt remains essen-
tially specified by η exp(ηt) since this factor, in turn, de-
termines the denominator in the formal many-body LS
solution (61). Focusing on the analysis in Ref. 134 I in-
troduce
fˆξ(t) ≡ e−i(Eξ−H+iη)t, (D2)
Fˆξ(t) ≡
∫ t
−∞
dt′fˆξ(t′)
=
i
Eξ −H + iη e
−i(Eξ−H+iη)t, (D3)
and note that the boundary conditions, i.e., the original
choice of adiabatic turn on exp(ηt), enters the many-body
LS solution through the formal evaluation [123, 134]
|Ψ(+)ξ 〉 = ηFˆξ(0)|Φξ〉. (D4)
Using instead the present collision picture with slightly
modified adiabatic turn on (D1), the boundary con-
ditions instead enters the formal many-body solution
through
∫ 0
−∞
dt′fˆξ(t′)bη(t′) = Fˆξ(t = 0)− Bˆξ(η) (D5)
Bˆξ(η) =
∫ tη1
tη0
dt′Fˆξ(t′)
dbη
dt
(t′), (D6)
as obtained by partial integration. The resulting LS so-
lution therefore has the form
|Ψ¯(+)ξ 〉 = |Ψ(+)ξ 〉 − |δΨ(+)ξ 〉, (D7)
|δΨ(+)ξ 〉 = ηBˆξ(η)|Φξ〉. (D8)
However, the relative normalization of the additional
term in the modified many-body LS solution (D8) is
strongly bounded,
∥∥∥|δΨ¯(+)ξ 〉
∥∥∥ ≪ η
∫ tη1
tη0
dt′
∥∥∥ηeηt′ Fˆξ(0)|Φξ〉
∥∥∥ , (D9)
< B(η)
∥∥∥|Ψ(+)ξ 〉
∥∥∥ , (D10)
by the (state-independent) evaluation
B(η) ≡ exp(ηtη1) = exp[−(1/η)α]→ 0 (D11)
The choice tη1 = η
−(α+1) with α → ∞ certainly ensures
that B(η) and hence the modification (D8) of the LS
solution become irrelevant in the limit η → 0+.
In summary, I find that the LS collision DFT analy-
sis [64] can be adapted to provide an independent proof
for uniqueness of density while leaving the formal LS so-
lutions of the many-body collision problems unchanged.
This opens for a density functional formulation of the
nonequilibrium thermodynamic quantities in a descrip-
tion which resembles the equilibrium case presented in
Ref. 52.
Appendix E: Adiabatic changes in thermodynamics
state functions
This appendix supplements the description of changes
in the thermodynamics variation subject to the assump-
tion of adiabatic transformations. That is, I derive for-
mal expression for the changes in thermodynamics state
function with coordinate transformations, in essence, as-
suming that the evolving nonequilibrium density matrix
is at all times (and all evolving coordinates) given by the
steady-state value. This analysis serves, for example, to
detail the GCE breakdown in the traditional Hellmann-
Feynmann force evaluation.
The key observation is that the operator analysis of
Mermin can be used to obtain the parametric derivatives
of the unnormalized nonequilibrium solution density ma-
trix, exp[−β(H − YˆLS)]. For example, use of (C10) and
(C13) directly leads to an evaluation of the entropy con-
tent,
∂S¯LS
∂Ri
= −β2〈[(H − YˆLS)− (U¯LS − Y¯LS)]∂(H − YˆLS)
∂Ri
〉ρˆLS ,
(E1)
a form which is entirely specified by differences in internal
energy and Gibbs free energy operators (and differences
in their values).
There is a corresponding formal simplification in eval-
uation of the expectation value of the Gibbs weighting
factor,
∂
∂Ri
(U¯LS − Y¯LS) ≡ ∂
∂Ri
(
Ω¯LS +
1
β
S¯LS
)
. (E2)
Using a cyclic permutation of operators in the trace yields
1
β2
∂S¯LS
∂Ri
= (U¯LS − Y¯LS) ∂
∂Ri
Ω¯LS
−1
2
〈 ∂
∂Ri
(H − YˆLS)2〉ρˆLS , (E3)
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and it follows that
∂
∂Ri
(U¯LS − Y¯LS) =
[
1 + β(U¯LS − Y¯LS)
] ∂
∂Ri
Ω¯LS
−β
2
〈∂(H − YˆLS)
2
∂Ri
〉ρˆLS . (E4)
It is also possible to complete a formal evaluation of the
derivatives of total-internal energy and Gibbs free energy
(also when evaluated in isolation) thanks to the nature
[21] of the Gibbs free energy or electron-redistribution
operator. In steady state tunneling the Gibbs free energy
must, of course, also be time independent. The time
evolution is naturally formulated in terms of the Liouville
operation
LH [YˆLS] ≡ [YˆLS, H ] ∝ η(YˆLS − Yˆd)→ 0. (E5)
The Gibbs free energy operator commutes with the inter-
acting steady-state HamiltonianH ≡ H(t = 0) in steady-
state tunneling problems. As pointed out by Hershfield
[21], the role of YˆLS is to redistribute the electrons among
the many-body eigenstates of H . Using the commutator
result, [H, YˆLS] = 0, together with Mermin’s observation,
(C13), leads to the formal evaluations
∂U¯LS
∂Ri
= 〈 ∂H
∂Ri
〉ρLS + β〈(H − U¯LS)
∂(H − YˆLS)
∂Ri
〉ρˆLS ,(E6)
∂Y¯LS
∂Ri
= 〈∂YˆLS
∂Ri
〉ρLS + β〈(YˆLS − Y¯LS)
∂(H − YˆLS)
∂Ri
〉ρˆLS ,(E7)
of the total internal energy and Gibbs free energy deriva-
tives, respectively.
Finally I note that the reformulation of the derivative
of the expectation value of the Gibbs weighting factor
(E4) can also be used to obtain an alternative expression
of the here-defined thermodynamic forces,
F
GCE
LS,Ri = −
∂
∂Ri
〈H − YˆLS〉ρˆLS + (β/2)〈 ∂∂Ri (H − YˆLS)2〉ρˆLS
1 + β(U¯LS − Y¯LS) .
(E8)
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